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DE FOREST AUDION
lithe world standard in tube. De Forest

created the

first successful radio tube. and h..s insertion mile
brwdcsat ng pra«hle. T he Dc Freest Sxtt.s.a .spy.
16: type tube for each sew kc t insures bncr rc, e rt,, .1
and greater

disant.

Price. Ss.

DE FOREST F -5

AW

A crrnra'4 ry,werful set in polished walnut that
w J I Ming Itiy to many a bwuchold. Gives rich sot.
ume, and has the capacity to separate ustioni Arai.
toady so that youcan pick the broadcast gems with.
out interference. Extremely coy to operate. Pricc
'minus tubes, loud speaker and brttersa) $ o.

DE FOREST F -5 M
A supersnc .-tube set In two color mahogany cabinet with built -in loud speaker and cuwealeJ crrnputments for
and "S" batters'. A great d.tJT%t'gruer. with uncanny power to tune to and
out utroru at 'sill. and pfted with splendid tissu)
gmbus. Extremely simple tootwrate. No howling
or hissing in tuning in. An unsupnrJ v.disc
Sn ..

"A'

De Forest Reato Set, can be bo.ight
at prices ranging from .$R5to$4SO.

De Forest Genius now Humanizes Radio!
ARVELOUS new circuit, just perfcctcd, reproduces flawlessly thc
mellow, soft modulations of the human
voice and captures the hitherto elusive
overtones of thc musical register
tuning simplified
a new cast in operation
all embodied in the new and hcautiful De Forest \\'S or W6 Radiophones.

...

...

.

Thc soicc of radio is no longer flinty and metallic,
but mellow, human and musical - thanks to thc dcsclopmcnt by Roy A. Wcagant, Vice-President and
Chief Enrinccr of the Cc Forest Radio Company-, of
.t nosy and marsclous circuit.

This ingenious circuit, and all thc joy it means to
radio losers, makes its first public appearance in the
Ik Forest W5 and W6 Radiophones, masterpieces of
cabinet art worthy only of a scientific development
sa outstanding.
So wonderful is thc reproduction of tone in thc Dc
Forest Ws or W6 that only the presence of thc loath'
instrument dispels thc illusion that the living artist
is is thc rooms.

DiE:

Piano chords come to sow ss ith thcir full rich resonancc - - truc piano tone. High notes dance, ripple
and sparkic
mocks //).'
thinly, distinctly .
Those brooding low notes, never caught in average
reception, arc hcard distinctly as though from the
next room.
In the reproduction of orchestral music thc full importance of thc Dc Forest achievement stands out.
For the first time sou get the os crtoncs as well as thc
middle toncs ... the majestic roll of the kettle drums,
the crooning of the bass dols, the strident crash of
thc brasses and thc piping heraldry of the cornets and
trombones. A symphony orchestra hcard oscr the Dc
Forest Ws or W6 stirs the soul. No incoherence, no
oscillating ¡limbic of noise -every instrumcnt, cama
octave, in its truc value. A magic acktremear,'
To thc loser of dancc music thc Dc Forest Ws or
W6 brings more sprightliness, more beauties of syncopation
you should hear Vincent Lopez, Joseph
Knecht, The Night Hawks, or any others over either

..

.

.

To escnthing that is broadcast, thc Ile Forfar
Radiophone girt' animation, lift and humanness.

But Tonal Supremacy is Not All

.

...

of rhrre instrument!

All thc tenderness of song, every shading of thc so.
prano's soicc, all thc pathos of the folk song cvquisitt hut chus se elements so much desired but lost
in rractically all present-day reception, arc captured
he thaw Pc F,,rc,t nutcrricccs.

-

Elbcrt McGran Jackson, renowned sculptor, architect and painter, put into this hand -wrought, hand carved cahinct thc spirit of radio, in design, in motif
it is not an adaptation of a phonograph. An image
of charming individuality, it harmonizes with the
setting of any home.
One unit, cscrvthing self -contained not a ire in
and perrablr most it
sight, nothing to connect
any place! Only charm and beauty for the cvc.
Thc artistic conical rcpcoduccr is an inseparable
part of thc cabinet and its tonal mechanism pccrlcssly attuned to that of thc Wcagant circuit. There
arc just ts'O controls for tuning, and thcsc operate on
one dial, which makes thc normally perplexing task
of "tuning in" cstrcmcl- simple. Thcrc arc special
power tubes in the fifth and sixth sockets which can
Five you volume to flud an auditorium, if you desire
.t. And, at your fingers' tips, the means co tune in a
far -distant station you want no matter how powerful
nearby stations may bc.
Sec the incomparable De Forest Ws and W6 at sour
Dc Forest dealers or write for an interesting boa let
describing these masterpieces in dctail.

...

OE FOREST

FOREST

%%

RADIO COMPANY. Jersey City, N.
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switch

controls

everything
-yourApower
.your B power
-'even the radio

Aand

set itself

radio power
fom your

house current
Philco Socket Powers are plugged right into a wall
or lamp socket. They change your house current into
smooth, hum -free power necessary for your radio. No
more bother and expense of replacing worn -out dry
cells. No more thought about battery charging.
Dependable as your electric current. Turned on just
like your electric light.
For Radiola Super- Heterodyne (old and new models)
and other sets using 3 -volt dry -cell tubes. buy Philco
Socket Power "AB" shown on right. Both "A" and
"B" power built into one case finished in brown
The one Socket Power switch controls
Nothing else to think about. Snap it
"ON" and enjoy your radio. Snap it "OFF" and go
to bed.
For 50 -60 cycle 105 -125 volt alternating
current
$65.00
For 25 -40 cycle 105-125 volt alternating
current
$68.50
mahogany.
everything.

Snap it "ON" and enjoy your radio.
Snap it "OFF' and go to bed.

For Storage Battery (6 volt) tubes buy Socket Powers
"A" and "B" in individual cases. Either may be used
alone but for maximum convenience use both together.
Plug the "B" into the built -in socket in the "A ". Plug
the "A" into a lamp or wall socket. The one "A"
switch then controls everything. Snap it "ON" and
enjoy your radio. Snap it "OFF" and go to bed.
Socket Power "A" for 50 -60 cycle 105 -125 volt
alternating current
$42.50
Socket Power "B" for 50 -60 cycle 105 -125 volt
alternating current
$47.50
Socket Power "B" for 25 -40 cycle 105-125 volt
alternating current
$52.50

Sold and demonstrated by leading radio and music stores and by Philco Diamond Grid Battery Dealers.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia

i

RADIO A AND B
SOCKET POWERS

Philco also builds rechargeable batteries.
unique because they may be permaxntly con
'levied to your radio and safely charged in your
living room without changing any wires. Easter
than the periodical renesnng and rewiring of dry
cells.

't.

SI4.83 and up.

Philco Rlio Batteries are built Drynamic
DRY but CHARGED. Their life doesn't start
until the dealer pours in the lectrolyte You
v
can't get stale Drnamtc
Phdco.
Buy a Philco Diamond Grid Buttery for Your uutonlobile

Philco Standard "B" Battery a complete
Adam -brown mahogany finish replacement for
of dry
Only
i

Philco "A" Batteries in acid tight glass
cues for dry cell tubes, :e. 6-volt tubes, SI6.
Built in charge indicators.
In rubber caws, subdued mahogany color.

cells.

$I9.115.
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EDITORIALLY SPEAKING
The Greatest Gift to Radio
By Henry M. Neely
THIS month's issue of Radio in the Home is very largely dehappen to be in the market for some such product as they manuvoted to the modern method of "link" broadcasting, and takes
facture, our thoughts will naturally turn to them, and we should
up in turn a typical evening on the wide- spread link organized by
give them the preference in deciding upon the brand to purchase.
WEAF and also to the new and different kind of chain just orThese concerns apparently feel satisfied that the friendly
ganized in Chicago to cover a mid -continent territory.
feeling which their concerts are arousing is, in fact. resulting in
As an introduction to these two features I want to call our
a distinct financial gain to them. Personally, I trust that this is
readers' attention once again
the case; I should consider
to the very wonderful gifts
it most deplorable and most
of entertainment and inungrateful on our part if we
struction that these comwere to enjoy wonderful enbinations are making postertainment night a f t e r
sible.
night in our homes and then
Broadcasting, as done by
?
refuse to give any adequate
high-grade concerns of this
and substantial evidence of
for
a factory -made receiver?
the
market
this
year
in
ARE
you
kind, is commercial in its inour appreciation.
Are any of your friends at last falling to the lure of radio
tent, but the good taste and
and showing an interest in the kinds of receivers that are being
If it were not for such
tha
put
on
market?
judgment shown in the way
programs as these, Radio
Our correspondence shows us that the average non -technical
the programs are handled,
reader is puzzled to choose among all ,' the various sets that he
today would be about where
Rees advertised.
He does not know whether the price asked for
and the supreme excellence
its was three years ago. It
a set includes loud -speaker, tubes, batteries and other accessories,
of the program material, lift
and he fails to find the answer to his most natural question, which
is impossible for several
in
my
is, "How much will the whole thing, completely installed
these broadcasts far and
hundred broadcasting staHorne ready to work, cost me?"
away above any of the crude
tions scattered all over the
For the benefit of our readers and their friends, we have
established a Buyers' Service Department just to help out in
attempts that are made by
country, to run programs
such problems. This service will give advice without regard to
smaller stations to put
daily and nightly over a
advertising, and this advice will be entirely for the purpose of
making friends of you and your friends rather than making
across b o l d advertising
period of years with local
friends of any of the manufacturers.
stunts on the air.
talent and give the radio
Our advice will be freely and cheerfully given. We will be
glad to enter into correspondence looking to the exact satisfaction
Link broadcasting as now
audience anything o t h e r
of your own particular needs, and everything that we tell you will
developed in these systems,
than a fair grade of enterbe absolutely unbiased and unprejudiced.
Write to our Buyers' Service Department. Tell us just how
has for its primary object
tainment. No station could
much money you can afford to spend for your complete radio inthe furnishing of such an atpossibly afford the tremenstallation. Tell us where you are located and also tell us, if you
can possibly find it out, just about what kind of reception your
tractive program nightly,
dous outlay of money that
neighbors get and what kind of sets they use. The matter of
that you and I will make
would be necessary to keep
location is important. you must not expect to get a great deal
more than those in your immediate neighborhood get with first every effort possible to stay
these programs always up to
clan sets.
home for the evening and
the high mark demanded by
Tell is just who is going to use your set, whether your prime
object is supreme selectivity, great distance, beautiful quality of
listen to every bit of it.
a modern cultured audience.
reproduction, or such ease of manipulation that your child can tune
These are costly programs;
So the manufacturer
the rerriver.
be
much
better
you
It
will
for
to
go
"window
-shopping"
first
they are given by great
comes in and spends hunand make a note of the various makes of receivers which seem to
artists, and the services of
dreds of thousands of dollars
suit your fancy. Then write us, telling us, in their order, the
makes which you seem to like best, giving us the other informagreat artists command high
to give us these programs,
tion as well, and we will then advise you according to our heat
fees.
and I think that we should
judgment.
Nobody can afford to pay
There will be no charge for this service. If you are not in
remember he is running a
the market for a set at present, hand this to some friend of
these great expenses withrisk of not getting much of
yours who is. He does not even have to be a reader of this magaout getting some return for
zine to be entitled to our advice.
his money back.
While
the money thus invested
realizing that his ultimate
night after night. Organizaobject must of necessity be
r
tions which are sponsoring
commercial, we must also
the various numbers on these programs. are willing to spend
allow him a very large measure of public spirited benevolence,
these huge sums and ask nothing in return except that we permit
and most certainly we must admit that he is a gambler whose
them to tell us that the entertainment is given with their complinerve entitles him to admiration.
ments and that we, as a reward to them, permit them to create
All through the last two years, the programs furnished in
in us such a feeling of friendship and gratitude that, when we
(('.ntl.d ea lags 32)

What Kind of Set Do
You Want
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Radio

Receiver

Radio evenings are complete
If you have a Valleytone
Appearance
The Valleytone is mounted in a
solid walnut cabinet, finished in two
tones with inlaid gold stripes. It
may also be procured in beautiful
console models.
Special Valley
tables with built -in loud speaker
may be obtained for the cabinet
model.

Valleytone

You can always count on a full evening's entertainment if you
have a Valleytone Radio Receiving Set.

Music with your dinner
bedtime stories for the children
a play, an opera. or a concert
jazz.
mammy songs, spirituals
the whole range of radio
broadcasting can he yours.

With the Valleytone, you

can choose your programs by the
clock and hear them all the evening through.
For the Valleytone is selective. It will separate and bring in
stations only four or five meters apart and will easily separate
local and distant stations.

Valleytone selectivity gives

Commie

pleasure in radio.

Model

Valley table

with built-in
loud speaker

a

new meaning and puts

a

new

And with the balanced tone of the Valleytone when you hear
a station you marvel that any reproducing mechanism can really
achieve such faithfulness and such natural results.
The superiority of the Valleytone can be demonstrated. The
Valleytone thrives on comparison. Wherever it is judged by
results and performance. it wins a new owner.
Any authorized dealer trill be glad to demonstrate the Valleytone
for you.

VALLEY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Valleytone
Receiving Sets

Radio Division.
ST. LOUIS. U. S. A.
Branche. in Principal Cities
Valley
Valley
Battery Chargers
B- Eliminator.

Valley Electric
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ALWAYS

RELIABLE
ICTRRILADT HOl'R
TUICSDAT AT S P. N.
Seater,. Standard Time
Fur real radio rob.* ruent. tune te the
Fveredy Group Broadcast through
stations-WCAE Pittsburgh
WtAI Vint Intuit
WEAL Se,. York
WILE Prut Mew.. WW1 Del root
Boston

WTI

elphia Woco
WOC

Buffalo
WTAO Wu.,ester
WOR

i

8t. Paul
Davenport

KID It. Leols

EVF:RF..am Radio Batteries are always
uniform and reliable! Evereadys perform the same, everywhere, for everybody, needing no skill, calling for no
experimentation, wasting no time, saving you motley. Trouble- proof, wonderful Evereadys. There is an Eveready
dealer nearby.
Alaauf,uIur,J and yuar.rnNe,

N

by

AT ION Al. C.\RBON CON' PAM', INC.'

New York

San Francisco

Canadian National ('arfk,n Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario
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Radio Batteries
- they last longer
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chiESDAY
NIGHTon
flic LINKi
By Henry M. Neely

Two

%J

11-F..1F'f hoetets-arronipanitt;-IAathJren Stewart above and Winifred
T. Barr in the rirrle

Ji
tional interest to other evenings of the
NEW YORK has certain attractions that week, so that it is impossible to forecast at
are visited regularly by every one from this time just how a popularity vote might
out of town who may be interested in any result six months from now.
Tuesday night is, however, unquestionparticular phase of life. To the radio fan, I
imagine that Station WEAF. on the fourth ably considered typical of what radio holds
floor of the American Telephone and Tele- in store for the possessor of a good receivgraph Company Building, at 195 Broadway, ing set.
must rapidly be assuming
its place among such attractions, and if the visiting
fan had his choice, I have no
Vol. !V
CONTENTS FOR NOVEMBER, 1925
doubt that he would want to
go to this station on a Tuesday
COVER DESIGN PAINTED BY EARL K. BERGEY
EDITORIALLY SPEAKING
night.
TUESDAY NIGHT ON THE LINK
Tuesday night on the
BRIGHTENING THE CORNER
"link" of stations, connected
THE EVEREADY HOUR
WEAF'S GRAND OPERA COMPANY
with WEAF by wire for
PLACING THE CONSOLE RADIO
simultaneous broadcasting.
THE MID -CONTINENT LINK STARTS BUSINESS
earned its big reputation
GETTING 'EM UP IN THE MORNING
THE VOICE OF THE TOWER
some time ago. Thursday
WHO OWNS THE ETHER?
night is now coming forward
A SUPER -HET THAT " SUPES"
as a serious competitor on
THE SUPER BOOSTER
this same link, and I expect
this winter will bring addi-

a

..

.

.
.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

-

.

With Ross Gorman and his syncopators
leading off from the Earl Carroll Theatre,
followed by the wonderfully appealing singing of old plantation songs by Goldy and
Dusty, then through the uniformly satisfying Eveready Hour to the tabloid opera
by the WEAF Grand Opera Company, and
so to the end with an hour of tantalizing
dance music by the Vincent
Lopez Orchestra, with the
friendly voice of Lopez himself at the microphone, to the
No. 6
closing number "On the Radio," and the signing off sung
4
to this music, Tuesday evening seems to me to present
10
about as perfectly balanced a
13
musical program as one could
17
16
wish for.
20
Cards of invitation to the
24
studio for Tuesdays are at a
25
29
premium in New York. Broad34
casting an ambitious program
39
of this kind is a mighty serious business, and everything
11i
7
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Theatre, in New York City, where they
are appearing as one of the big attractions in the current "Vanities."
This orchestra, recruited from the
ranks of the orchestras of Paul Whiteman, Vincent Lopez, California Ram-

blers, Ray Miller and Eddie Elkins, is
probably one of the greatest aggregations of individual stars to go on the

The ever - popular announcer, Graham McNamee

air. Every program is different, varying from the "smoothest" harmonies to
the "hottest" jazz, played from original
arrangements.
Ross Gorman, himself the master of
twenty -one instruments, recently organized his orchestra after an association
of five years with the Paul Whiteman
Concert Orchestra, in which he was featured saxophone and reed - instrument
soloist. He is the
son of John and
Stella Gorman,
famous musicians
before him. His
father was a
member of the

Boston

must go with clock like precision, so it
would not do to admit too many people
to the studios. But
editors and office
cats are allowed to
sneak in almost anywhere, and so I am
able to give you a
little glimpse behind the scenes on
this night of nights
for the radio fan.
Some time ago
we printed photographs showing the
real magnificence of the furnishings of
these New York studios, and so it will not
be necessary for me to give you a description of them here. In fact, I couldn't if I
wanted to. I went to the station fully
intending to keep my mind absolutely on
the business in hand and notice everything.
But I didn't. When I entered the reception
room I was met by Miss Kathleen Stewart.
who is known as a "hostess- accompanist,"
and from then on I forgot the object of my
visit to the studio, and, furthermore, I
didn't care. Miss Stewart certainly must
know what such a dazzling smile as hers
must do to the mind of a mere man. And
yet, knowing that I was there to observe
everything, she deliberately smiled at me.
The coward That's why I cannot describe
much that happened for you.
The early part of Tuesday evening gives
the artists an opportunity to rehearse or to
chat with their friends, because the Ross
Gorman program comes directly by wire
from the theatre and does not require space
in the studio. The other radio artists
gather in the large studio, while Goldy and
Dusty go into the smaller one and prepare
for their half hour of song and patter.
The weekly appearance of Gorman and
orchestra began September 8 from WEAF
and five other stations (WEEI, WWJ,
WJAR, WCAE and WFI). Mr. Gorman,
one of the most versatile reed instrumentalists in the country, and his all -star musicians broadcast their dance music direct
from the auditorium of the Earl Carroll
!

Symphony Orchestra
and
appeared as a soloist with Gilmore's
Band. At the age
of 10, Ross Gorman had mastered the clarin e t, saxophone
and drums and
appeared with his
parents in vaudeville under the

later

Leslie Joy
,1nnouncer

name

of "The
Kiltie Trio."
Every artist

appearing in the
current "Vanities" Orchestra is

a soloist of note.
The personnel is
as follows: Donald Voorhes, di-

rector;

"Red"
Nichols, cornet,
late star of the

"California

Ramblers" ; Don
Lindley, trumpet
(and arranger),
recently with Roger Wolfe Kahn Orchestra; "Miff" Mole, trombone, star
artist, Ray Miller's Orchestra; Tony
Colicchio, violin and banjo, late of the
Vincent Lopez Orchestra; Al Evans,
reeds, formeriy with the "California
Ramblers" and Eddie Elkins; William
McGill, saxophone, noted Paul Whiteman artist Harold Nobel, reeds, novelty
artist with Paul Whiteman; Jack Harris, violin, former director of the Paul
Whiteman Society Orchestras; Wilton
Suskind, piano, premier recording artist
for the Ampico; Jules Klein, cymbalon,
late of the Paul Whiteman Concert
Orchestra; Bernard Aquilino, bass and
reeds, formerly with Vincent Lopez and
Paul Whiteman; Dave Grupp, drums,
premier recording xylophonist.
;

November, 1925
During the playing by the Gorman
Orchestra, the small studio was of particular interest to me on that evening, because
I discovered that "Goldy" was Harvey Hindermeyer, and Harvey and I sang in the
same choir together twenty -five years ago
in Philadelphia. I am not quite sure in my
memory whether he used to borrow lunch
money from me or I borrowed it from him;
probably it was about fifty -fifty. However,
I was mighty glad to find that Harvey does
not have to borrow lunch money any more,
and my only regret is that I cannot say the
same about myself.
During their patter and their singing
the Gold -Dust Twins have a double microphone, one hanging from each end of a
crossarm on a metal stand. and under each
hangs a long sheet of paper containing the
cues for their songs and their speaking
lines.

During their performance they are not
nearly so serious and businesslike as they
sound. They are constantly making fun of
each other during the solos, and there is a
delightful air of informality which shows
that they have long since recovered from
the stage fright that effects most artists
the first few times they face a microphone.
The thing that impressed me most was
the fact that both Goldy and Dusty have
discovered that the best blending of their
voices and the best transmission comes
when they are singing so softly that they
would hardly be heard twenty feet away if
there were an audience present. Keeping
close to the microphone and singing pianissimo has been found to accomplish the best
results.

All during this
act the Eveready
artists have been
gathering in the
large studio adjoining, and the moment Mr. Joy signs
off from the small
studio for the Gold Dust Twins, t h e
operator in the
glass- inclosed booth
between the studios
throws a switch and
To the left ü James

Haupt and below is
Phillips C a r l i n, announcers a n d a l s o
singers

.Vocenther,
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Phillips Carlin is on the air. saying, per-

R'.ss Gorman and his

haps:
"Here we are about to present another
Eveready Hour, the period of entertainment
for which the National Carbon Company,
makers of Eveready flashlight and radio
batteries, engages the facilities of these
stations and WSAI, Cincinnati, and WCCO,

St. Paul -Minneapolis, ten in all, each Tuesday evening.
"So swiftly are these summer months
passing that it seems but a few days since
we inaugurated our hot -weather policy of
having orchestral combinations instead of

group performances. Already the Eveready
Chamber Symphony Orchestra, under the
direction of Max
Jacobs, has appeared twice as
the feature of the
hour, and tonight
marks their third
performance. The
soloist for the
program is Wilfred Glenn, whose
deep basso has
come to you many
times during our
former periods of
group a n d orchestral
enter t a

i

n m e n t.

Through the combined talents of
singer and instru-

mentalists, a
series of selections will be

-

brought to you
numbers chosen
especially
fo r

their musical
worth and simplicity, and more
important still,
for their qualities
of appeal.

Earl Carroll Vanities

Orchestra

with his Earl Carroll VaniOrchestra, broadcasts a program of dance
music from H'E4F direct from the theatre' at 8:00
Ross Gorman, who,

ties

every Tuesday evening

9

"The orchestra will begin the program
with the 'Children's Overture' of Quilter.
There are fifteen parts to this introductory
selection, each one a miniature with a separate title. The names of the parts are as
fascinating as the music itself, but time
does not permit us to list them all. However, such quaint names as this appear
throughout the suite: 'Girls and Boys
Come Out to Play,' 'Upon Paul's Steeple
Stands a Tree,' 'Dames, Get Up and Bake
Your Pies,' 'There was a Lady Loved a
Swine,' 'Baa, Baa, Black Sheep,' and lots of
others just as imaginative. We will let you
judge for yourselves."
Here again comes an evidence of how
carefully t h e s e

n k programs
are arranged. If
l i

you have

no

but have

a

watch with you,

"script" of the

performance, you
can almost tell
the exact time at
any moment during this hour.

Everything on

these programs is
so carefully arranged and rehearsed that an
exact schedule is
followed. It the
leader finds that
he is slightly
ahead of his
schedule at any
time, he will play
the next selection
a little slowly, or,
if he is behind, he
will increase the
tempo.
A whole hour
of constant playing in a stuffy
(Contlneed en rage 17)
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So we're gwine to play fo' you.
Goldy's gwine to spank de banjo,
Dusty's gwine to dust de keys,
An' den we bofe will sing fo' you,

Some southern harmonies.
So to everybody list'nin' in,
Don' matter near or far,
We're gwine to brighten every

corner,
Where you are."
You will enjoy the presentation all
the more, however, when I tell you
that Goldy and Dusty spend at least
two days a week simply in searching
for the material which they give you.

"

"Goldy
vey

""

(left),

,11r.

J1indrrniryer,

"Dusty"

(right),

Haran

d

Mr.

Earle Tuckerman, smiling
the famous -Gold Dust
Smile, "" and. below, a telegram which explains why
we give their pictures in
"blank- face "" only

Bightenind

Corner

the

By Golda M. Goldman
Ji

J

Ji

Come on, "'Twins "! The audiences
WEAF, New York;
Stations
WJAR, Providence; WEEI, Boston;
WCAE, Pittsburgh; WGR, Buffalo;
WFI, Philadelphia: WW!, Detroit,
and WOC, Davenport, are waiting

of

for you. The Gold Dust Corporation,
makers of Gold Dust Powder, each
week engages the facilities of these
stations that Goldy and Dusty, the
Gold Dust Twins. may visit you and,
with tunes both old and new, "brighten
ihr corner where you are.
"

think, get a bit fed up from
time to time with modern jazz concerts.
that there was
music before the modern era of gayety,
sigh
relief when our
we
little
of
heave
a
and
eardrums are getting a rest from the
shrieks of the saxophone. For this reason
MOST of us, I

We are inclined to believe

certain half
hour on Tuesday
evenings draws
many thousands of
listeners -in. F o r
that is the time
when Goldy and
Dusty, the Gold Dust
Twins, brighten the
corner where you are. You will not be
greeted with "Oh, Katherina" or "Susanna."
Instead of that you will have things that
were favorites in your youth or, if you belong entirely to this generation, were favorites with your parents or grandparents.
You will have "Carry Me Back to 01' Virginny" and "Lucky Moon." In fact, you
are pretty sure to begin to enjoy yourself
as soon as a certain chant trickles out
through your loud -speaker. You probably
have already learned to sing the little tune
a

with the boys:
"Good evenin' to you, white folks,
An' colored folks, how do:
We've worked all day,
Now it's time to play,

The night I was in the
studio they were using a piece
of music dated 1898. It was yellowed

and worn and patched. I hardly dared
touch it for fear it would crumble. Many
of their songs come to them from listeners in. For instance, a doctor in New Hampshire wrote them that he had listened to
them so long and their programs was so
clean -cut that he hoped they would accept
a collection of old songs which he and his
wife were sending them, and which had
been in their possession all their lives. One
of their most popular tunes is "Kemo,
Kimo." It was found in a book of songs
used by the Christy Minstrels of Civil War
days.
You get into the atmosphere of the hour
with the opening announcement, "Here they
are again, our husky, dusty, Gold Dust
Twins, ready to bring into your homes the
song which brightens the corner where you
are." Then the listeners -in who tune into
WEAF and its nine -station tie -up reaching
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Two Superspeakers Now
Both by JEWETT
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With the new Jewett Superspeaker Console, a Radio reproducing instrument enters the realm of fine furniture.
Yet there is no sacrifice of brilliancy, volume or tone.
For the console is, in every essential, a Superspeaker. Its design is by the
same staff of young Radio Wizards. Its concealed horn has the same
proved Superspeaker air column. Its reproducing unit is the same
exclusive, adjustable Jewett Vemco.
See how harmoniously this Console blends into any setting you choose
-how notably it graces the most perfectly appointed living room. And
rely on it always to give you Radio duplicated by but one other instrument we know-The Superspeaker itself.
Console cabinets are Jewett Built, of walnut or mahogany, as you select.
Top is inlaid with Arlington Ivory. Grille is pressed leather. Drape is
silk in a neutral brown.
Your receiver deserves a Jewett reproducer.

There

is no

substitute for the best

JEWETT RADIO & PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
5682 Telegraph Road

Quality Broadcasting to Match
Quality Products -Station WIR

Pontiac, Michigan
The Jewett Superspeaker, $30. The Jewett
Superspeaker Console, $40. At any Authorized Jewett Dealer. Prices west of the
Rockies, and in Canada, slightly more.

'c) 112b Jewett Mdlo
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out to Davenport, Iowa, settle back and
listen to a program something like this:
Want to Go to Morrow; 2, in1, duet
strumental-By the Light of the Stars; 3,
solo, Dusty -Kemo, Kimo; 4, instrumental
-Why Couldn't It Be Poor Little Me ?; 5,
duet -My Creole Sue; 6. instrumentalFascination ; 7, solo, Dusty -When You and
I Were Young, Maggie; 8, instrumental
Born and Bred in 01' Kentucky 9, duet,
Walk-Jawbone; 10, duet -The Old Rugged
Cross.
You probably have often wished that
you had copies of some of their songs. The
requests that come to them for these songs
delight their hearts, although sometimes
they are intensely amusing as in the case
of the man who requested copies of all their
songs because he wanted to put on a minstrel show. One of the most popular of
these songs is "Dandy Jim ob Carolina."
Here are the words so that the next time
they sing it you may join in and sing with
them.

-I

-

;
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his studying. His grandfather had been

a
good tenor when still past eighty, so he decided that music should be his profession.
He had made his initial appearance when
a small boy in a church choir in St. Mark's
in Philadelphia.
This he followed until
finally leaving his position as tenor-soloist
in a Roman Catholic Cathedral, he came to
the Cavalry Episcopal Church in New
York. He has sung all the Gilbert and
Sullivan operas in New York, he appeared

with the American Singers Opera Company,
which did all the great operas in English
except "Carmen," which was done in French
to please Miss Marguerite Sylva, who sang
in French. Then he appeared with Mrs.
Fiske in "Nellie of New Orleans."
Concert work took him from coast to
coast, and during the digging of the
Panama Canal he did eight concerts for
Uncle Sam. He now records solos for
Edison records. One of the high marks in
Mr. Hindermeyer's career is the fact that
he won a scholarship at the Metropolitan
Opera House from Mr. Conrad, former diI've often heard it said ob late,
rector, the predecessor of Gatti -Casazza.
Dat South Car'lina was de State,
Whar handsome darkies boun' to shine,
Aside from singing the twins are athleticLike Dandy Jim ob Caroline.
ally inclined, but their golf scores are too
terrible to mention.
Chorus
Mr. Tuckerman comes from Watertown,
New York, where he was a train dispatcher
For ma of massa tole me so,
I'm de hes' lookin' darky in de country oh, on the New York Central. His first boss
I looked in de glass an' I foun' it so,
was Mr. Crawley, now president of the
Jes as massa tole me oh.
New York Central. They are still good
friends and have watched each other's sucI dressi maself fum top to toe,
cess with interest. One must admire
An' down to Dinah's I did go.
Dusty's courage. Ten years ago he deWid pantaloons strapped down hehin',
cided his love of music was greater than
Like Dandy Jim ob Caroline.
his love of railroads, so he and his wife
burned all their bridges behind them and
De bulldog cleared me out ob de yard,
came to New York. His sole experience
I thot I'd better leab ma card,
had been singing in Trinity Church in
I tied it fas' to a piece ob twine,
Watertown, and some small concerts. In
Signed Dandy Jim ob Caroline.
Yonkers, Mr. Tuckerman got a church
job. In the spring, after his arrival, he
She got ma card an' wrote me a letter.
was one of the hundred aspirants for
An' ebery word she spelt de better,
the position of bass soloist in the Fourth
Fo' ebery word an' ebery line,
Presbyterian Church in New York. He
Was Dandy Jim ob Caroline.
got the job and stayed there for six
years, and there Goldy came as a tenor.
Oh beauty is but skin deep,
Goldy is still there, but Dusty moved to the
But with Miss Dinah none compete;
Chapel of Intercession of Trinity Parish.
Dine
her
name
fum
lubly
She changed
His work has been confined to concert and
To Mrs. Dandy Jim ob Caroline.
oratorical singing and work with the
American Musical Festival, which covered
It is rather a sensitive point with these three seasons. He also appeared with the
two gentlemen that the laudatory criticisms Stadium Symphony at the Lewinson Stawhich they always receive sometimes in- dium in New York. Both men feel that this
clude the phrase, "although they are fail- work is far, in a way, the most interesting
ures as humorists." Goldy and Dusty want
it distinctly understood that they don't even
think they are humorists; that they have
no ambition whatever along those lines.
And now Ù is time for the listenersTheir patter is purely to introduce that
in on Stations H'EAF, New York;
music
because
they
vocal and instrumental
WLAR, Providence; WCAE, Pittsaim to give not a vaudeville performance,
burgh; WGR, Buffalo; H'EEI, Bosbut a half hour of music of one certain
ton: H'F1, Philadelphia; WH'J, Detype.
troit, and ¡FOC, Davenport, to do
I want you to meet Goldy, who is known
their share. Send a note to the Gold
outside the studio as Mr. Harvey HinderDust Twins, saying you like them,
meyer. Mr. Hindermeyer, as you know, is
and will be listening for their program
the tenor. A stocky, jolly gentleman he is,
next Tuesday evening at 8:30. These
with closely curling hair and glasses. while
letters raise their spirits and dispel
his companion, Dusty, who is Mr. Earle
their worries, for they prove that
Tuckerman, is a tall, slender gentleman
Golly and Dusty have "brightened
with a bass voice.
the corners where you are.'" Address
Mr. Hindermeyer was born in Pennsylthe Gold Dust Twins, c. o. Station
vania, although he has lived in New York
WEAF, 195 Broadway, New York
for twenty years. He matriculated at
City, or to the station through which
Swarthmore College, but he found that the
their program reaches you.
singing ability, which he had inherited
from two musical parents, interfered with

1
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in which they have ever been engaged. Why
they feel so may be judged best from some
of the letters which come to them from all
over the country. I will let you read some
of them for yourselves.

"Dear Goldy and Dusty:
"I am going to tell you a tiny but interesting story.
"When a wee-wee girl of less than 5, I
remember distinctly the most interesting
thing about my first visits to grandmothers
was the box of Dust with pictures of the
little dark -colored twins sitting on grandmother's kitchen shelf. That was about
thirty years ago! Ahem!
"Then mother always used it, and -like
mother -daughter uses it. I wonder if
my children will pass it down to theirs and
so on.
"Old friends are best, so keep on mak-

ing the corners shine. Best wishes to you,
Goldy and Dusty."
" Goldy and Dusty, you

brighten our hearts,

-

The same as the corners where we are,
You have a line that cleans 'em all
Be they near, or be they far.
And when you are called to that land above
(But not for a hundred years, we trust).
You'll be placed where the corners are

always bright,

And on every street you'll find Gold

Dust."

Goldy and Dusty have a list of more
than one thousand songs which have been
requested. One man sent them a book
of old Negro spirituals, copyrighted 1830.
Another wrote that although he is now
80 he could remember his grandfather
singing seventy-five years ago the old plantation song which they played. called "01'
Dad Watermelon."
Speaking of the choice of the Gold Dust
Twins to represent the Gold Dust Corporation, Mr. Arthur C. Lang, the Director of
Sales and Advertising, says : "I believe the
biggest thing an advertiser has to face is
the choice of his vehicle. This must be
something that typifies his product. We
needed a household program. The choice
of Mr. Hindermeyer and Mr. Tuckerman
to present this program was the result of
an elimination contest. We have had no
applause cards, so that any one writing
their appreciation of the Gold Dust Twins
program must do so at their own volition.
It is interesting to note that 60 per cent
of the communications come in envelopes
under two -cent postage; 42 per cent are
sent by women; 18 comes from Mr. and
Mrs. and family, while 37 per cent are
from men. The children are also represented."
The twins send personal replies as often
as they can in response to these letters of
appreciation, but recently prepared attractive little yellow- and -black leaflets entitled
"Chummy Chatter." These are decorated
with the famous trade -mark in which the
little black Gold Dust Twins are shown in
various radio attitudes. In them you will
find a bit of chummy chatter written by the
twins and an occasional household hint.
Any one interested in a special booklet entitled, "The Accomplished Housewife," may
also have a copy on request.
"An' note, folks, Goldy
An' Dusty

Wish yo' all
Good -night !"
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`the EVEREADY HOUR
Paul F. Stare, who, in writing the "continuities" for the
Eveready Hour, is creating a
new foret of literary work
akin to the movie scenario

W A R N

I

N G

This continuity is fully protected by
copyright and must not be used for any
purpose without proper pemiion.
H. M. N.

/

J1
makers of Eveready batteries, engages the facilities of these ten stations
every Tuesday evening
for the presentation of
its radio program creations.
Early in December of
last year, Paul Stacy,
who arranges for the
Eveready Hour pro.<...
grams, built a setting for
an hour of old -time
songs, old favorites that
had been requested by
the radio audience. This
program became known
as the Golden Wedding
Anniversary. Requests
for its repetition have
been so persistent that
the Eveready artists are
all set, with cider and
doughnuts and all the fixing, ready to take us
back again to the wholesome pleasures of yesteryear.
Imagine, if you will, John and Mary
Bishop, a little disappointed because their
golden wedding anniversary brought with
it the most severe blizzard of the winter.
In their modest farm home, the supper
..

y3

°.

C¡ HE

Eveready Hour

is

developing

a

1 new form of writing-the "continuity,' for radio presentation, analogous to
the script for the photoplay or the prompt
book for the stage.
The most popular
of these radio presentations yet written it
undoubtedly "The Golden Wedding.- It
marks the high -water mark to far reached
by Paul F. Stacy, of the N. W. dyer
Advertising Agency, who has done all of
these continuititt for the Eveready Hour.
In order that our readers may have a
more exact picture of the behind -thescenes annotphere at these menu, 1 have
secured the finished continuity of "The
Golden Wedding- and as printing it
here.
H. M.- N.

I

table is just being cleared. The Bishops
are alone except for Hannah, their hired
girl. Sons and daughters have migrated to
the city. Except for Hannah and a few
neighboring farm folk, the Bishops' home
life is largely a matter of living upon
tender memories. Their golden wedding
day has reached its evening hours with only
the screaming blizzard outside for its celebration.
(Wind machine used with moderation
during entire performance, growing
forte when doors open.)
Mother Bishop has gone to the kitchen,
leaving Father Bishop and Hannah together in the dining room. Apparently
they share a secret -but one they have been
endeavoring all day to keep from Mother.
Let us listen to their conversation.
(String quartet modulates to ending

naturally.)
(Heavier gust of wind just before
conversation.)
Glenn: My! Sounds like a regular old -

time blizzard.

Wonder if the folks will
come?
Alice Smith: Pretty hard to keep young
folks away from a party, Mr. Bishop. They
don't mind a storm, you know.
(Sound of dishes being scraped and piled.)
Glenn: Hannah, do you think Mother
suspects? Heard her say anything? Suppose she knows of our surprise party for

her? Eh?
Alice: No, ain't heard a

thing-Sh -SH-

WEAF, WEEI, WJAR, WFl,
S TATIONS
WCAE, WGR, WEAR, WWJ, WOO,
W CCO.

(String quartet begins "Long, Long
Ago," softly after call letters, playing
through following announcement by McNamee.)
Nine o'clock is striking here -and 8
o'clock where some of you are listening.
Meaning that the Eveready Hour again is
beginning its race with sixty minutes as
the clock ticks. This is the period for
which the National Carbon Company,

The Eveready 31 ized Quartet (left to right): 'tom Grisselle, accompanist; Charles Harrison, tenor;
Ethyl Hayden, soprano; Rose Bryant, contralto and If'ilfred Glenn, bass
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Don't let the cat out of the
SH
bag. Here comes Mother now.
(Clatter of dishes.)
Rose: Now, John, what
are you two up to?
Glenn: Oh, 'tain't noth-

Hour from If b.1E

JI

in', Mother. Hannah was
just tellin' as how you
was singing your old
songs today. Sing it
again, Mother.
Rose: Seems like
we both should sing

Smith: Joins in "With
the Blue Ribbon on It."
Tutti: To finish ending
in laughter.
(Steady hum of chatter during dialogue.)
Stacy: Couldn't let a
little thing like a storm
stop our celebrating
this occasion with you,
John. Fifty years mar-

-

:

.i

Webb: Starts solo "Put
On Your Old Gray
Bonnet."

something together
today, John. 'Tain't
right to complain, but
it is too bad that this
storm had to come on
our anniversary. Perhaps some of the neighbors might have dropped
in if it wasn't so stormy.
I'd set a great store their
visiting us today, John.
Glenn: Wall, who knows,

-

1925

Above is the complete group of artists
which broadcast during the Ereready

!

now
Alice (quick)

November,

ried and lookin' like a
young bride, ye are, Mary
Bishop!
(Cries of No, No! Course

We Couldn't! Sure!)
Rose: This is real nice of you,
Henry-you and everybody.
Glenn: Glad ter see you all.
Mighty fine of ye ter turn out on
a night like this just for Mother and
me. Here, Hannah, help 'em find a
place for their wraps. Take yer things
off and make yerselves right ter home.
Voices (simultaneously increase hum

Why not

You
celebrate by ourselves.
come along with me, Mother. I'll
play for ye and you sing same as
ye did this mornin'.
Rose: All right. We'll have a little
party -we three and the storm. You
know it was lovely of our Bill to send us
the present of a piano, but, somehow, tonight-I like the melodeon better. Seems
a part of us, more than the piano does
tonight. Play it on the melodeon, Hannah.
Long, Long, Ago-(Rose and melodeon)
(Only a fragment of this is played and
sung. It is interrupted by sound of sleigh
bells, at a distance at first-then drawing
nearer -voices also during following, calling "whoa," etc.)
Alice (stops playing) : Listen! Some
sleigh bells passing!! Wonder who's goin'
where? No, no, they've stopped. They've
stopped. They've stopped here. They're
comin' here!
Rose: Who do you suppose it is?
(Chuckles as he
I wonder!
Glenn:
speaks lines.)
(Knock at door. Voices calling "Hello,
there," etc. Extra forte gust of wind.

-

.1

on

schematic diagram of WEAF's studios located
fourth floor of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Building. New York City

Ji

.7i

Murmuring of mixed voices forte.)
Voices (simultaneously)
Sliker: Hello, Misses Bishop.

Rose: Hello, Mr. Bishop.
Morgan and Smith: Congratulation,

congratulations!
Coulter: How d'ye do! Hello, Hannah!
Harrison: How are ye, John, evenin',
Mary.
(General merriment, female voices
laughing.)

of chatter.)
Female voice: I'm half frozen.
Sliker: Come over here by the fire and
warm up.
Rose: Lemme have yer coats and hats.
Tutti: Here's mine, Hannah. Here's
another. And another.
Alice: Hold on there. Not too many.
I ain't no plow horse.

(Laughter)
Morgan: Here's my overshoes, too,
Hannah.
Alice: I'll be back again. You hold your
horses, Jake Allen.
Stacy: John, we druv into the village
an' brought Max Jacobs an' his fiddlers out
to play fer ye. Soon's their fingers are
thawed out, they'll tune up, I guess.
Max Jacobs: We kin start any time ye

.Vorember,
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ye, Mr. Harrison. How d'ye do, Mr. Glenn.
Glenn: I was hopin' ye'd be able ter
come with our Bill. Let me tak' yer duds
fer ye.

(Voices continue chatter during dialogue)
Stacy: Mrs. Bishop, the boys over to
our place have been practicing some songs,
sort of getting ready so's they could sing
for ye tonight. Sometimes they was singin'
when they oughter been milkin'. But
they want to sing their pieces now so's they
kin enjoy them doughnuts and cider that

-

Hannah's passin' around.
Voices (simultaneously)
Sliker: No doughnuts for you fellers

till you sing.
Webb: Gee, we've gotter listen to
Morgan and Sliker.
Morgan: Come on, boys, do yer worst.
Coulter: Ho, Webb, sing pretty or no

cider.

Male Quartet
"Old Oaken Bucket" and "Sweet Genevieve"
Voices (applauding quartet) : "Good
work, boys." "That's the boy."
Silker: Now, Hannah, guess we've

.ínother group of Eveready artists -.Max Jacob's
String Quartet
J&

.

say, squire. What'll ye have?
Sliker: Give us a polka or
sumpin' so's we can warm up.
Voices (simultaneously) : Yes.
a polka, a polka.
Morgan: Come on, Sarah, me
an' you's goin' ter have this fust
one together.
Orchestra (Plays gavotte. Voices

exclaiming and laughter

earned a fresh batch o' them doughnuts,
ain't we?
(Laughter, and "Here give them a
drink. Sure, etc. ")
Harrison: Ma, our friends from the
city all sing. Want to hear them sing
something?
Rose: I think it would be lovely.
Harrison: All right. What would
you like to hear?
Rose: Oh, anything they sing will
be nice. I'm sure. I'd- I'd -I'd
like it if they happened to know
"Sweet and Low."
Alice: Why, yes. We'd be glad to

during

dance).

(Sleigh bells heard again as
gavotte is coming to close. Dancers
stop, inquiring: "Who's comin'?
Somebody comin'? Who is it ?" Rap
at door as sleigh bells stop. Wind gust
louder.)

Harrison: Hello, Ma. Hello, Pa.
Voices
(simultaneously)
It's Bill
Bishop. Well, I never. Hello, Bill.
Harrison: How are you, Ma? Guess you
:

thought, Pa, we'd never get here, eh?
Rose: Bill -my boy, oh, I'm so glad to
see you!
Glenn: Hello, boy. Glad you got here.
'Fraid you wouldn't make it.
Harrison: The snow almost stopped us.
Train blocked for over two hours. But we
wouldn't miss Mother's Golden Wedding
for anything. No, sir, would we, Ma? And
these are the friends I wrote you about.
You see, they have never been outside of a
city in winter -never seen a real country
blizzard. Guess they're getting one tonight
all right -all right, eh?
Voices: They're gettin' one all right.
Yes, sure are.
Harrison: Now I want you all to know
our guests. Ma-Pa -folks-meet Alice
Smith and Rose Bryant.
Voices (simultaneously): How do'ye do.
Glad ter know yer.
Rose: I'm real glad you could come.
Hannah'll help you with your things.
Harrison: And now meet Charles
Harrison and Wilfred Glenn. You've heard
them sing for the phonograph, remember?
Voices (simultaneously) Glad ter meet
:

To the left is ,Max Jacob, Conductor of the
Chamber Symphony Orchestra. Below, the

Male Quartet (left to right)- Charles Harrison, tenor; Toni Griuelle, accompanist; Ellsworth Sliker, bass; rIrnold ,Morgan, 2nd tenor,
and Theodore Webb, baritone
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have been talking and I'm going
sing it, Mrs. Bishop.
to sing a song just for her.
Mixed Quartet
Sings "Sweetest Story," with
"Sweet and Low" (applause
follows).
'cello obbl. Applause.
Glenn: That's just fine, folks.
Orchestra
Won't you keep right on singin'?
Plays "Heart Bowed Down."
Alice: We will, later, Mr.
(Applause)
Bishop. If you don't mind. You
Glenn: I didn't know you felsee, this cold air has made us all lers could play like that, Ma.
hungry and those doughnuts
Friend Webb here has agreed to
Rose: You poor dears. How
song with Miss Smith.
stupid of me. Hannah, please sing a
Webb and Smith
bring some hot coffee, and
Voices (simultaneously) : Set Sing "Sister Ruth." Applause.
Stacy: Let's all get around the
right down here. Hey, Lonzo,
Have piano an' sing. Where's those
pass them doughnuts.
song
books we brought along?
some cider, Miss B.
Voices (simultaneously) :
Male Quartet
Let's get together. Yes. Let's
Starts In the Gloaming,"
all sing. Goin' to use the green
while dialogue is going on.
book or the red one? Chatter
Followed by applause.
Max Jacobs: Say, Henry, continues between the songs.
Mixed and Male Fours
we're tuned up again. Want a
Sing "Medley" as arranged.
waltz?
Voices (simultaneously) : Numbers broken by calling
pages in red or green book.
That's the stuff, Max. Clear the
room. Goin' ter dance.
Harrison
Sings "Silver Threads"
Orchestra
(Applause)
Plays Waltz
Tutti
Harrison: Alice Smith will
sing, now, if you want, Ma. This
Sings "Seeing Nelly Home"
is one of your favorites.
Stacy: Get your duds on folks.
Alice
You see it's gettin' pretty late for
Sings "Sweetest Story Ever
country folks, Mis' Bishop. We
Told," with violin obbl. (Quiet
sorter hate to break up a party
applause.)
like this'n. It's been fine of you
to let us haul in on you this way.
Mixed Quartet
But we wanted you to know that
Sings "Golden Slippers"
your friends are wishin' ye well
(Applause follows)
Stacy: That's surely fine on your anniversary. There's a
singin' folks. We're more than big box out in the back entry.
obliged. You remember Robbie After we've gone or tomorrow,
and his guitar, don't ye, Bill? ye have John open it. There'll
He's practiced a piece along with be somethin' in it to remember
the boys if you want to hear it the night by. I'll be sayin' good
night to ye, Mary. And to you,
now.
Voices (simultaneously) John, you old rascal.
Voices (simultaneously)
Sure! Good for Carson. Come
on Robby.
Webb: Good -night, Mrs
Bishop.
Male Quartet
Sings "Juanita," with guitar.
Alice: Had a fine time.
(Applause follows)
Morgan: Night, John.
Max Jacobs: During applause,
Sliker: Brrr, bet it's cold outMax starts "Virginia Reel." side.
Voices chatter, squeal and exRose: Good- night, everybody.
claim during dance, Tutti clap- An thanks to all of you.
ping and voices calling out numGlenn: Thank you, folks.
bers of the dance. Laughter, etc. Good -night. Good- night.
at end.
Coulter: Say, Sarah, you're
Harrison: How many of you goin' to let me ride home with
remember this?
you, ain't you? You promised,
Rose and Harrison
you know.
Sing "Memories of the Past,"
Female voice: Sure, if you
followed by quiet applause.
keep me warm. Laughs.
Stacy: Mr. Bishop, won't you
Voices: Chattering.
sing something for us?
Harrison: Ma, I'm goin' to
Glenn: I ain't sung much drive Edith home. You and
lately.
Hannah show our friends to
Stacy: You got lots o' music their rooms. I'll be back in a
left in you, John.
jiffy.
Voices (simultaneously) : Sure
Voices:
Good -night, goodyou have. Let's have, etc.
night. (Wind blows more loudGlenn: All right folks. Sings ly.) Sleigh bells start.
"Drink to Me Only." Applause.
Tutti: Sings "Merrily We'll
Stacy: That's fine. John. Wish Roll Along." Sleigh bells die
I could sing like that. Seems like away in distance.
a man loses something in life if
Rose: I'll declare, Hannah's
he can't get outer him the music got the lamp all ready for you.
that's in him.
Yes, she'll show you the way.
Harrison: Here's an old one Good -night and I hope you rest
that I bet you haven't heard in well.
years.
Sings "Grandfather's
Glenn: Good- night. We'll see
Clock," with ticking of the clock. you in the morning.
Applause.
Coulter, Webb, Alice, other
Alice: Mrs. Bishop and I
tc..U..ed e. Page 44)
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DAVEN
ENGINEERS
BLAZE
ANOTHER
TRAIL

T HE biggest

of all the little
things in radio is the grid

i
i

í

The New Daven Tube
Type MU -20 increases the amplification of the Daven Super- Amplifier to equal or exceed that obtainable with transformer coupling.
A one -purpose, three -element tube.
6 volt, 1', ampere -44.00 each.
Daven Power Tube Type Mt' -6 is
recommended for last or output
stage. Price $5.00.

leak. The Daven Grid Leak
is known the world over as
the grid leak of permanent,
constant value. It is standard.
Almost as important is the
condenser. But grid condensers change with temperature
and humidity. The mica in
condensers lacks uniformity or
is impure. The tin -foil plates
melt or change their capacity.

In their constant efforts always to simplify and to im-

prove, Daven engineers have
made a remarkably effective
combination of grid leak and
condenser. Two-in -one!

:

THE DAVEN LEAKANDENSER
IT

:

IS so simple, so effective and so sturdy that you will wonder
why it was not thought of before.

Similar in size to the Daven Grid Leak, it takes the place of the usual grid
condenser which has shunted around it the usual grid leak. Made with five
different values of grid leak resistance, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 megohms. The grid
condenser capacity is fixed and correct for all makes of detector tubes.
With every Leakandenser a pair of new fastener clips that do not permit
it to shake out. Precision -Built. Price $1.00 each.

Manufacturer. are invited to sand for

a

sample.

DAVEN PRODUCTS ARE SOLD ONLY BY GOOD DEALERS
I
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DAYtN RADIO CORPORATION
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right: Elsa Ward, soprano; Olive

Cornell. coloratura;

Devora Nadworney, con-

tralto, and Elvira Boni, lyric soprano
Standing, let to right: Charles Walker, bass; Giuseppe di Benedetto. tenor, and William Tucker,
baritone

(J4/,q

Z5

qra'd Opera
I ampany
(Continued from Page 9)

studio would be enough to ruin the
artistic temperament of any musician, and this has also been very cleverly
"Next Tuesday evening's protaken care of.
gram promises to be an interesting
With the start of the Eveready Hour,
one. Only the works of American
composers will be given -comGoldy and Dusty leave the smaller studio
and the Eveready soloist takes their place.
posers that are well known and
You will usually notice that, while the solo,
whose musical conceptions are alist may have one or two numbers with
most household words. Nathaniel
Shilcret and his Salon Orchestra,
orchestra accompanying, he will generally
have at least one with piano accompaniwith Charles Harrison, tenor, will
ment, and this one is sung in the small
bring this program into your
studio, so that the microphone in the large
homes."
studio may be switched off and the other
The substitution of one comartists be given a chance to stretch themplete orchestra for another, with
selves.
instrumenta, music and soloists,. inevitably
So we go on through the Eveready Hour leads to confusion, but this has to be done
until Mr. Carlin closes with something like without any break in the program, so while
this:
the shift is taking place in the large
"The Eveready Hour, sponsored weekly
by the National Carbon Company, was
brought to a close with the playing of
Lidow's 'Dance of the Gnats.' The Eve ready Chamber Symphony Orchestra, Max
Jacobs conducting, presented a series of
selections culled from the numberless
shorter writings of great masters,
and during the course of the hour
Wilfred Glenn, basso, appeared as
soloist.

Above:

Caesar, Sodrro, director - conductor

WEAF Grand Opera Company
Left: Giuseppe di Benedetto, tenor
Right: William Tucker, baritone

studio there will be, in the small studio,
one or two piano solos by the hostess -accompanist. Oh, yes, I forgot to tell you
that Kathleen Stewart can also play the
piano. That seemed so unimportant after
she smiled at me.
These tabloid grand opera performances
have been tremendously popular ever since
they started. The musicians have come
from the ranks of Metropolitan Opera
House singers -not the stars, but those who
are so good that they have been understudying the stars. It has been no small
job to compress these standard operas into
exactly one hour of time, but if you will put
your watch on the job some night you will
see how astonishingly accurate the timing is.
A typical cast would include the following members of the WEAF Grand Opera
Company
Elvira Boni, soprano, singing
Norma; Devora Nadworney, contralto,
singing Adalgisa; Giuseppe di Benedetto,
tenor, singing Pollione; Nino Ruisi, bass,
singing Oroveso.
The entire performance is al:

ways under the direction of Caesare
Sodero.
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PLACING THE
CONSOLE RADIO
By Anne Snow
SO MUCH has been done, recently, in
developing a very magnificent type of
radio -cabinet that we are apt to overlook
the decorative possibilities of the
simpler console type. The past two
or three years have witnessed
the death of the old- fashioned
upright phonograph which
was at first considered so
standardized a form that
the Victor Company actually patented it. This
upright was replaced
by the more graceful
and elastic form which
we see in the up-todate home of today.
Radio, of course,
started out by being a

jester,

dressed

Right -Here

is a rich setting,
Charles of London has provided
the Aeolian Company with a
carved walnut Italian cabinet
Below
this room the console
radio is used as n davenport
table

-In

in

motley. It had no accepted form. It was a
collection of parts which
the ostentatious fa n a
elaborated into boxes four
or five feet long, and the
trickster compressed in a
cigar box. From this the pendulum swung the other way and
we were given magnificent imported lacquered and painted models.
There were, to be sure, some consoles
-The house which enjoys simplicity of line
among this variegated crew. Little was Below
will want this stock console of the Aeolian
done. though, to beautify this form; but it
Company
has been found that this is. after all, the
model which has best added an unobtrusive
note of beauty to the average home.
In the accompanying group of photographs, we have some excellent examples
of the exact degree to which this is true.
We see, for instance, under a beautiful
Italian wall mirror, an Italian -carved console cabinet holding a radio. It is flanked
on either side by beautiful needlepoint
chairs and needs nothing on it for decora-

tion. In another room, grouped by William
Baumgarten & Co., Inc., we have a much
simpler stock piece. Here the radio is
used as a davenport table, bearing a lamp
and bonbon dish. In this way it saves the
expense of an additional piece of furniture;
economizes on space, and still tones in
beautifully with the lovely lights, tapestries and wall cabinets.
Another inexpensive console model is
that designed by the Aeolian Company. It
makes a decidedly artistic corner -the satin
of the surface reflected in the satin upholstery- -the curving dish on its top bearing out the smooth oval of the Japanese
print above it.
If, however, your home calls for something more elaborate, you may still have
your console model in the beautiful
Jacobean piece offered by Charles of
London. This is walnut inlaid
with creamy yellow pear wood.
It is, of course, especially
adapted to such a room
as the one shown here,
with massive chairs,
wood -paneled walls
and rich colorings.
So you see that in
this, as in most
of the r a d i ocabinet types of
today, you may

select your
woods, coloring
and periods just

as you may in

the most massive

upright models.

-d

Left
beautiful hand-carved
Italian piece to be found in a room
at Nam. Baumgarten, Inc.

Of course, most of
the models shown
here are much more
elaborate than the average home can afford,
but the manufacturers of
radio sets are producing some
of the different designs equally
attractive and much more suited to
the average house that the remarks made
here may be taken as a guide in placing
the console almost anywhere so that the
type of machine will suit the surroundings
in which it is to go.
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Magnatron

DC -SOIA.
DC -199, and DC-191
(large base) now lier
for only j!.5v.

Constant vigilance
is the price oC
u niform its ietwefrm
and constant vigilance is maintained
over Magnatrons.
That is why Magnatrons are un,form,and
uniformly good.
('onnewey Electric Laboratories
Magnatron Building, Hoboken. N. J.

MAGNATIRONS
WE SOLD 4000 SETS
Had 4000 Favorable Reports

`Before We Felt Justified to Say

MacFADDEN
B-Power Generators
Supply Your Set With Unfailing
Uniform B- Battery Current
Hook into your light line
110-v. 60 -cycle AC house

current -no further attention required-just switch

Quality Radio Apparatus
Now we inviteyou to go to your APEX Dealer who
will be glad to make a personal demonstration for
you in your home or in his store. A demonstration
will prove to you that APEX Radio Receivers will
give you everything you can possibly wish for in a
radio receiver from the standpoint of selectivity,
clarity, volume, distance and attractiveness of design.
The APEX Super Five
S95
Without Accessories
The APEX De Luxe...
5135
Without Accessories
The APEX Baby Grand Console S22 S
Without Accessories
lrpon Request We Will Gladly

The APEX Utility Radio
$75
Table
The APEX Entertainer (Loud
Speaker
$22.50
The APEX Console Enter.
tainer
S27.50
Mail You Descriptive Folder

APEX ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
1410 Vest 59th St.
Prices We.t of R,wkies

Dept.

I

.lightly h,ghcr.

approximately 40``

112

Chicago

Cana.lian erice+

hegher.

on or off.

MacFADDEN

No Acids
No Odors
No Noise
Sold under a guarantee

B - Power

Generators are the product
of an experienced organization of engineers and
mechanical experts.
This unit has a wide range
of usefulness -for sets of
five tubes or more use UX
216-B or UX 213-smaller

sets, UV 201 -A.

that really guarantees.

Price $35.00

MacFADDEN

& CO.

22d & Arch Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Inc.

MIDCONTINENT "LINK
J STARTS BUSINESS

Gibe
By
G. P.

Allen

GIVE me a phono-

graph! You can
t[
hear what you want to
hear when you want to
hear it!"
"Oh, dear! J o h n
here is a perfectly beautiful program on the
radio tonight and
have to go over

Smiths!"

we

to

"You should have been
my house last night!
They had a wonderful pro-

at

showing
Al a p
territory to be

gram at WRAP."

covered by

REMARKS of this nature are not
going to be so frequent in the
Middle West as they have been in the past.
Why? "Mid- Continent Broadcasting Associates" is the answer.
The Mid -Continent Broadcasting Associates has been chosen as the title for a
"link" of six of the large stations in the
Central United States, extending from the
Great Lakes on the North to Texas on the
South, Kentucky on the East and Missouri
on the West. Sounds like a geography
lesson, doesn't it?
These stations are:
KSD of the St. Louis Post- Despatch.
WBAP of the Fort Worth Star-Telegram..

""Pat "" Barnes, Chief .1nnouncer of H

HT

Continent Chain

WHAS o f
the Louisville

Courier
Journal.
-

WDAF of the
Kansas City Star.
WJR of the Jewett Radio and Phonograph Company, which is associated
with the Detroit Free Press.
WHT of the Radiophone Broadcasting
Corporation in the Wrigley Building,
Chicago.
Stuart Chambers, of the St. Louis Post Despatch, is chairman of the association,
and H. J. Bligh, of WHT, is the secretary
and commercial manager. Executive offices
have been established at the Wrigley Building in Chicago.
It is unfortunate that you could not have
been in Mr. Bligh's office, recently, as he
discussed his plans for you. Good programs
have been available in the past in the territorry served by the stations just named,
but it is the hope of the association that
their stations can furnish better programs
in the future. It is their purpose to provide the best talent that money can buy.
and so distribute it that all sections will
have an opportunity to hear it.
The mention of a link or chain of stations at once brings to your mind a tie up,
either made by wire, or by means of short
waves. A different method is to be used.
In the simultaneous broadcasting of a
program by a number of stations, you have
to be at home at a certain time or you miss
the program entirely. Suppose, for instance, that you live near St. Louis, and at
8 o'clock there is to be a program of orchestra music. You can't be home. The
next morning your friends tell you all
about the things you missed.
Thanks to Mid -Continent you are not
going to miss the program at all! Pick up
your daily paper, and in it you will find that
from either WHT, WDAF, WHAS or one
of the other stations in the chain, there is

Ji

Ji

Below -The Wrigley Building, Chicago. This
building houses the Executive Offices of the MidContinent Chain and the Studio and Control
Room of WHT
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being broadcast at the same hour, the
same program by an orchestra
trained by the same director.
You know a Paul Whiteman
Orchestra is a Paul Whiteman
Orchestra, no matter what city you
hear it in. Similar training will be
given the Mid -Continental artists.
Instead of one chance to hear a program you now are going to have six.
No longer can your friends gloat over
the things they heard and you didn't.
Look at the map and you will see
how the scheme is going to work out.
A conservative range of five hundred
miles has been chosen for each station. Using the location of each of
these stations in the Mid -Continent as a
center, circles have been drawn on the map
that have five hundred miles for a radius.
You can see that except on the extreme
edges of the territory -each set owner has
a chance to hear two at least of the stations
in the chain and sometimes more.
And what set owner is willing to admit
that his set is only good for five hundred
miles? Try tuning in on the Mid- Continent and see what is going on.
After the remarkable record made by
VSD in the past year, it is difficult to see in
what manner they can improve their programs. In twelve months, in addition to
their regular studio programs, the station
has broadcast from outside sources 258
programs in their effort to please their

listeners.
Our old friend, WBAP, and the "Hired
Hand" needs no introduction to the readers
of Radio in the Home. We all have heard
"My Old Kentucky Home" as Louisville
signs on and off. WDAF is another of the
"old timers." This winter you will have
two new friends to play with and help you
spend many a pleasant hour -WJR and
WHT. Both have come on the air since the
close of the last season. It would be a great
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.1boty- "'Pat"

Barnes and the Gang

Bernard Hanson, Zylophonist;
Eleanor Gilmore, Musical Comedy Star;
Eleanor Katlan, Classic Violinist; GeneSeated:

vieve Barry Burnham, Soprano.

Stand-

ing: Jimmie Guallano, Banjoist; Jane
.LIcN'onnell, Contralto; Howard Church,
Banjoist; Helen Boyce, Ragtime Specialist; the boy with the smile on the bench,
Carney, Organist; the boy with the
white pants, -Pat "' Barnes, Chief Announcer; Thora Martins, Contralto;
"Buck" Weaver, Banjoist; Dorothy Wilkins, Soprano;

Milton Grossman, Saxophonist

To the left is a corner of thr Studio of
Station KSD, St. Louis Post Despatch,
St. Louis, Mo.

The Operating and Control Room of Station KSD, the St. Louis Post Despatch
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The Visitors' Gallery from the Studio of 1171T. ".11. Carney al the organ and ""Pat'" Barnes at thr
announcer's desk. Below is a view of the Studio and was photographed through thr glass wall of the

Visitors' Gallery

pleasure to help you get acquainted with
both WJR and WHT, but there is only just
so much space and no more to an issue.
Since WHT is slightly the older station,
in addition to being the executive headquarters of the chain it is being given
slightly greater space.
The impression one gets at WHT is that
everybody is having a wonderfully good
time, and if it were not for the little glass
sign which says: "Silence, we are on the
air," which shows in red letters when the
station is broadcasting, you would never
realize that the staff was in the midst of
the serious business of putting on a program. All of the programs from the station are sent by wire to Deerfield, Ill., and

Right -Instead of the usual
"Krrp Out signs at the door
of the transmitting department WHT has a sign point"This K'ay, Please.'''
ing
When you get inside you find
everything arranged behind
"

glass so that you can see the

works and yet not bother the
operator. .4t the left is L.
Zrnsen at the control desk.
Standing at the panels of thr

transmitter are H. R. Ranson.
Chief Operator, and Reeve
O. Strork, Chief Engineer

.`'member,

192.E

are there put on the air. Great care has
been taken in planning the mechanical
equipment and construction of the studio
and the station to be sure that only the
best and most modern of the broadcasting
equipment is used.
If you are in Chicago, do not leave without making a trip to the Wrigley Building.
A special gallery is provided for visitors.
As you sit there listening to the program
it is hard to believe that you are not right
in the studio. One wall is a solid sheet of
glass, and the loud -speakers have been so
cleverly arranged that the illusion is nearly
perfect. Every one enjoys Al Carney and
the organ on the air, but until you have

November.
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watched him play and seen him smile over
his shoulder at you while he is seated at
the organ bench you have no idea of what

truly interesting personality he has. Al
opens and closes the programs at WHT
with a short selection on the organ.
The station was due to go on the air at
10:15 the other night. Ten fourteen and a
half arrived and there was no Al in sight.
An orchestra, which was to give the first
part of the program, was hurriedly assembled before the mike to "pinch hit" for
him. Just as the sign flashed red, Al appeared from nowhere, slid onto the organ
bench, and before the leader of the ora

chestra could raise his baton, the strains
of the organ filled the studio.
This organ, by the way, contains everything that broadcasts well. The traps are
complete and by merely pressing the keys,
"Al" can imitate anything from a bird call
to a railroad train. The beautiful appearing organ that is behind Pat Barnes and
his gang is like the colored silk handkerchiefs that men used to be so fond of carrying in their coat pockets.
They were
"show -ers" and not "blowers." The
o r g a n, in
itself, calls for no
small skill on the part of the
organist. By pressing the keys
half way down one note is
heard and if the key is pressed
all the way a different set
of pipes is brought into use.
The photograph of Pat
Barnes does look like Pat,
but the only time he has
been known to wear the expression he has in the picture was while a visiting

artist was "rendering"

.1

a

selection.
(Render: to execute.) Pat, in addition to
his duties as chief announcer,
is one of the four presidents of
the Your Hour Club of WHT.

.1borc n the homy of Station WIMP
nt Fort Worth, Texas

To the left

is the St. Louis Post
Despatch Building, the home of Station KSD

This club is well on the road to
the election of vice president
No. 1000. If you listen between
11:00 and 1:00 (central standard time) you can hear if you

still have

a chance to become a
vice president. If, you are too
late, don't worry as there are to
be 1000 treasurers, 1000 assistant treasurers, 1000 secretaries,
and so on until the club has a
complete staff of officers.
Try -just try-to get a photo
of either Dean Remick or Jean
Sargent! Jean Sargent is in
charge of the morning program.
She was formerly at WNAC in
Boston.
Dean Remick is the
accomplished pianist so often
heard from the station.
The

corner of the studio of Station H'BAP, the Fort
Worth Star Telegram

studio and the control room are in Spanish
design, and are beautiful places to work.
The transmitter and station are a distinct
departure from the customary practice.
It, too, is of Spanish architecture, but instead of being a shack stuck on the roof,
or a stuffy room in one corner of the building with no attempt at anything but the
most utilitarian of construction, you find
a beautiful bungalow with a tile roof. In
addition to housing the transmitter proper,
there are a two -car garage, and rooms for
the operators as well as a home for the
engineer of the station and his family.
Everything about the station is as
modern as any city home in spite of it being located twenty miles out in the country.
There are electric ranges, electric refrigerator, shower baths, garden, and the minor
details that go to make life comfortable.
Mid-Continent may not be always able
to give you what you want to hear when
you want to hear it, but it is willing to
try. With stations of similar equipment to
that of WHT they are in a position to take
care of the mechanical side of the transmission. The staff of artists is capable of
meeting your wishes, and if enough of you
let them know what you want to hear, you
will be sure to hear it.
This radio experiment in the middle of
the continent is being watched with a great
deal of interest by broadcasters all over the
country.

It is a new idea. totally different from
the one which has been made familiar by
other links. Ever since the plan was first
made known to those in the industry, there
have been numerous arguments as to
whether such an idea will better serve the
public than the plan which now has become so familiar, and it is only the public
who can settle these arguments. The Mid Continent chain is on the air very largely
as an experiment, and if the response from
the listeners -in proves that it is what they
want the future will certainly be rosy for
those who have the matter in charge.
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GETTING 'EM UP
IN THE MORNING
By Alvin Richard Plough
BILLY WATSON'S "Beef Trust" used to
intrigue us. That was before we knew
about radio's thrills. We used to sit enraptured in the burlesque theatre watching
his galaxy of plump demoiselles cavort
gayly on the stage before us. Rumor is
that Billy made a million dollars through
presenting his troupe of heavyweights. He
was asked why he always engaged such
large women for his shows, and he replied:
"Well, somebody must like them fat -they
marry 'em."
Since we no longer attend burlesque
shows, we can look the question squarely
in the face. We don't care whether they're
fat or thin. If they are fat they try to get
thin and if they are thin they try to get
more weight. And all through the modern
miracle worker- radio.
Shylock wanted to cut off the pound of
flesh awarded to him by the Venetian court,
but folks in this generation are content to
work it off via the setting -up exercises.
There is a tremendous interest in this
new feature of broadcasting. Men and
women are now doing their daily dozen
with extra ones thrown in for luck. Since
the saloons have quit "setting them up

and down

-it has

fallen upon the physical

directors to do so via radio.
"Getting -up exercises" would be a better
name for them, since they are given in the
wee, small hours of the morning when commuters are heading for the daily office
routine and housewives are preparing to
take the crinkle -paper from their shorn
locks. The sun is up and so is the rest of
the family-with loud- speaker turned on

brN Waal w ova-OW
17

and windows wide open.
One physical director received a letter
from a member of his class in which the
writer joshed the instructor about being

Bach

Stride

hod

oval menial

This

is

the chart which

is

sent by

Metropolitan to all who regent it. Different exercises are
1hr

"-

each morning and announced by number so that all may
see exactly what is to be done when
the instudor starts counting. The
chart is copyrighted, 1925, by the
Metropolitan 1. i f e insurance
Corn ban y

selected

Rules
Prepared

Clnci, ne
out to

ra

R

chou

Miss Emma Theyr, Cincinnati, who, at the age of 52,
reduced twenty -one pounds
in three nl n n t h s" radii.
exercise

Wm. Stradtmann

b e

f

o

r

e

WLW's microphone. Photo
supplied by Publicity Dept.
Crosby Radio Corporation.
.ilrin R. Plough, manager
Publicity. Dept.

able to stay in a comfortable room
and take the exercises while the
director ha'f to get out in the cold
and go to the broadcasting. The
physical director replied that the
joke was on the letter writer, because the exercises were broadcast
from the bedside of the instructor
-and he didn't even have to get
up to give them.
Setting-up exercises, however.

to prever

them every morning. A man may
be down but he is never out -when
the hour for radio reduction work
begins.
"Fair. fat and fifty" was all
right in the olden days, but not in
this modern era. At least, that is
what Miss Emma There, of Cincinnati. says and she is 52 years
old. Twenty -one pounds was lost
by this devotee to radio setting -up
exercises in three months. She
followed the class conducted by
William Stradtmann. physical instructor of the Y. M. C. A., who
gave his students their ups -anddown through the Crosley WLW

quantities
bouillon
daily con.

are no joking matter. Thousands
of men and women are bowing to

station.

(Con/lamed on Page 33)
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OBSERVE THESE RULES

l-Drink

;educing
ty
'usbock, M. D.
A. avid sent
tAe WLW

o glass of water before exer-

cising.
2

-Hate

windows open, top and bottom.

3-Good ventilation is important, but
the room should not be too cold.
a

-Have

clothing loose at neck

and

waist.

°tames

5- Follow

thesity, there
elation of diet
mg of excess
to body can
tion of body
produce a de-

ts-1f

constit-

ules:

director's

instruction,

Avoid

possible, give a full half hour h,
the exercises every morning.

Ji

food.
take but little
rom meals.

-

tted

Small

beef, oysters,
)s; meat once
ef, lean, raw,
oiled; steak,

asted; clops,

or broiled:
soft- boiled or
-d

he

following

'esters, raw;
bread, but a
then only in
wheat bread,
ham,
whole

wing
raw

fruits:

apples,
Kerrie. and

.g

..)
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By Golda M.
Goldman
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THE twenty -seventh floor of
the Metropolitan Life Tower
on 23d street and 5th avenue, New
York City, is to be found one of
the most delightful broadcasting
studios in the metropolis. A more
gorgeous view than that obtainable from its windows is hard to be
imagined. Directly in line to the
south rises the companion tower
of the Woolworth Building. At
night the Metropolitan light gleams
white and the Woolworth shines
red. Below the Woolworth, New
ON

Right-Mr. ,frthur
casting

the

15

TOWER
York Harbor may be glimpsed, and on the
right one looks across the Hudson, and on
the left across the East River to where
Brooklyn and Queens stretch away. On a
clear day the burnished sun makes the
river a thing of beauty.
So high above the noise of the city
stands the tower that the broadcasters
may leave the windows open and still
nothing will go through the microphone
save the sound of their own voices. From
this room the voices of the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company goes out to the
people of the United States and brings them
increased health and, therefore, increased
happiness.
The first part of this new welfare program consists of the Tower Health Exercises, broadcast daily from 6:45 to 7:45
A. M., by Arthur E. Bagley. New Jerseyite
by birth, Mr. Bagley has specialized in
Y. M. C. A. physical work for twenty -two
years. Seven of these years he taught
physical training in Newark, and many a
Y. M. C. A. worker received training from him in the summer schools
of the Y. M. C. A. camps on Lake

Left-Mr. drthur

E. Bagley "snowed
a morning's nail commenting upon the Tower Health Exercises

under" with
the

carefully.

ving

25

E.

Bagley broadExercise,

Touer Health

from the studio atop the Metropolitan

Life Building
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During the war, Mr.
3agley enlisted early and was
onnected with the Fourth Engileers. These brave men later
tood in a breach where they
vere surprised by the Germans,
tnd fought gloriously with
rench tools, but were almost
annihilated. Then he came to
',amp Green, North Carolina,
vith the Third Division.
For many months Mr. Bagley
iroadcasted health talks and
norning exercises purely as a
abor of love from Station WOR
n Newark.
When the official of the Metro )olitan decided to make use of
adio for the dissemination of
tea.lth information they found
lim to be, from every point of
iew, just the man they needed.
Che purpose of the Tower pro ;ram is to improve community
tealth wherever the voice of
he speaker can be heard.
The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company with its twenty-
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three million policy holders is
not in need of advertising, but
since approximately ten million
of these policy holders may be
within reach of the voice in the
tower, they will get the full benefit of the broadcasting.
The exercises begin at 6:45 in
the morning and are divided
into two thirty -minute periods
with breathing spells inbetween.
The first thing to be heard is the
piano playing Irving Berlin's
famous song, "Oh, How I Hate
to Get Up in the Morning," followed by the bugle blowing
reveille. One of the unique devices of this broadcasting feature is the set of chimes which
has been placed in the studio
and which synchronizes with the
chimes in the tower. They are
to be heard every fifteen min- Dr. Lre K. Frankel, had of thr Welutes, and by them you may set
your morning clocks just as the fare Division of the .1letropolitan
people in the vicinity of the Life Insurance Company, toho is in
tower set theirs daily. At night harv/r l the Tower Health Talks
the ringing of the chimes is

F

supplemented by the hourly flash
of the tower light whit;. has
earned it the title of "The Light
That Never Fails."
The exercises include a variety
of body- bending stunts, but are
kept as simple as possible and as
free from combination as can be
arranged so that they will broadcast the more successfully. You
should, of course, write in for

s.ra-

MEETING POPULAR DEMAND

T

-at

the same price as the old
The new five ampere Tungar
means a quick charge of all kinds of storage batteries.

you chart as soon as you make
up your mind to take the exercises, and here Mr. Bagley has
pictured for you the correct
positions to be taken in each of
these exercises. You may also
enroll in an exercise class and

thereby receive special instructions which you will find particularly beneficial.
Within eight days after the
tower had been opened over
forty thousand communications
were received from the listeners in. These give a tremendously
interesting insight into the lives
of the mass of people whose
homes are reached by the broadcaster. One can only marvel
more and more daily at the tremendous power for good that is
in the hands of the men in front
of the microphone. Nothing that
has ever been broadcast before

-

-It more silent than ever.
-lt cannot burn out Radiotrons.
is

--It

cannot treat- radio interference.
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seems to have so direct an influence upon the lives of the
people at large.
The letters come from people
of all classes, sexes, ages, positions; they are cynical, humorous, serious, thankful, and I
will quote you two or three of
them at length so that you may
see for yourselves just how far reaching a thing of this sort
may be.
An old lady of 71 writes she
is going to do what she can and
"get an optimistic point of
view." Optimism is one of Mr.

Bagley's most valuable traits.
He insists that part of his work
should be the spreading of a
cheerful spirit among the people
who take the exercises and you
will find constant reference to
this in the letters which he receives. Here are some of them:

Gentlemen:
I would greatly appreciate
your mailing one of your health
exercise charts to me at the
above address.
I started taking the exercises
this morning, and want you to
know that one of your "customers" appreciates what you
are doing for the people of the
country.
Dear Mr. Bagley:
I am very much interested in
you fine "health exercises," and
will you please send us one of
your charts that you spoke
about?
I have just finished taking the
exercises with mother, and befeel great; so does
mother. I shall be with you
morning
every
at 7:20.
We are sorry Daddy can't be
with us, too, but he has to take
the early train to Boston.
I am 8 years old, and a member of the "Boston Edison Big
Brother Club."
lieve me

I
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the fire, then she coaxed and
scolded until I consented to get
out of bed. She did not play
"you can't get 'eni up in the
morning," but they, meaning
me, got up just the same. Never
a leg was waved nor a knee was
hugged, so you see we all started
our day wrong.
Father went on to his eternal
rest when quite a young man,
but as he contracted his fatal
illness fighting a fire, I do not
see how lying flat on the floor
for a few minutes and doing
stunts would have prevented
him from doing his duty as a
fireman or save him from paying the price.
Mother went home to higher
service at the age of 71, and I
am too old-fashioned to thank
she could have passed the century mark if we had the good
fortune to own a little radio to

"set up" every morning.
Permit me to tell you how I
started this day and have started
many in about the same way.
At 6:30 I left my bed under protest. Had a cup of coffee and
then another for fear the first

would be lonely. Then I had a
bit of listening in on your wonderful stunts. Then I took a
bath. As I write that line I am
thinking of the days when one
was supposed to take a bath at
least once a week whether they
needed it or not, and it would
have been a bold, bad man who
would broadcast such an event.
This morning you told those who
were in a hurry to run along and
take a bath. Surely the old order
passeth! After my bath I
dressed, brushed my teeth and
-ny bobbed hair. No, I did not use
the same brush for each. Next
I assured myself that my nails
wore no mourning bands, powdered my nose, put on a dab of
rouge in an effort to hide the
ravages of my fifty -odd years.
These things attended to I was
ready for work, but as I had no
work T sallied forth in search of
some and found it.
Please, oh, please, do not fail
to send me one of your charts
so that some morning when the
whole world seems wrong and I
am tempted to say it's no use
to carry on, I can look at the
chart and picture how oute ;.h2
fat ones must look as they roll
around and wave a leg to the
tune of one. two, three. I feel
sure that the picture will be
enough to chase away the little
gloom devils and give me needed

Dear Sirs:
After most of the radio broadcasts we are invited to write
what we think of the things we
have gleaned from the air. I
know you have offered to send a
chart of the funny stunts you
were giving this morning.
As I had a few spare moments
and much curiosity, I tuned in
on your setting -up exercises.
While 1 listened I tried to pica
ture my mother and my father
and me, a little child, rolling
around the floor, waving our
legs in the air and hugging our
knees. I have a fair imagination, courage
for my day's duties.
but it was not so vivid that I
Yours truly,
could picture such a performance as that being led by my reP. S. I neglected to tell you
spected parents. If I remember that I dressed myself after I
correctly father's setting-up ex- took the bath. My modesty was
ercises consisted of dressing, so great and I was so flustered
washing his face and teeth, at telling a lot of strange men
combing his hair. and starting about it that I left you under
the fire in the kitchen range.
the impression that I went
Mother did the same only she out this beautiful morning argot breakfast instead of starting rayed in a bit of powder and a
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All the thrill of
building your own

-and an exact duplicate of the famous
Harkness Laboratory Model

THE remarkable results obtained with the

Harkness Counterflex Circuit are due to a
novel principle which enables tremendous
amplification to be secured and eliminates the
squeals of self- oscillation.
Counterflex Receivers also employ a new
type of radio frequency transformer which is
so efficient that the 3 -tube counterflex actually
has a greater receiving range, more volume
and more selectivity than most 3 -tube sets.
It is now possible to build an exact duplicate of
the set Mr. Harkness has built for himself and
use parts made under his direct supervision.
The important thing is to get Genuine Harkness parts made by the Kenneth Harkness
Radio Corporation. A complete kit of these
parts is now available at radio stores, and each
set bears the signature of Kenneth Harkness
Radio Corporation on the cover of the con -'
tainer.
Read some opinions of people who have built
a Harkness Counterflex:

11
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After experimenting with the Counterflex for more than a year, Mr.
Harkness has now written a booklet giving a thorough explanation
of its fundamental principles and a complete description of different
models of Counterflex receivers. We will send you a FREE COPY
of this booklet on request. Just mail the coupon below, enclosing
10c to cover postage and cost of mailing.
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dab of rouge.

sight.

`Where

THE second part of the radio
work from the Metropolitan
tower is the Tower Health Talks
on Monday evenings under the
direction of Dr. Lee Kaufer
Frankel, Director of the Welfare Work of the Metropolitan.
Few people, even under the
policy holders, realize h o w
amazingly far -reaching this welfare work is. It is divided into
three parts. The first of these
is the Free Nursing Service,
which the company extends to
industrial policy holders in
acute cases of illness. This system covers four thousand towns
and cities. In most cases the company has contracts with local
nursing associations who supply
the nurses while the company
pays the bill. Last year about
live hundred forty -five thousand
patients were cared for under
this service with an average of
five visits per case. About one half of these cases were maternity cases in which the visiting nurse gives pre -natal care
and instruction in the early
days of the child's life, thereby
saving thousands of patients.
The second part of the work
is that known as demonstration
work. What this consists of may
best be judged from the results
in two instances. The Metropolitan conducted a demonstration in a village in Quebec,
where the infant mortality rate
was cut down from over more
than three hundred babies to
ninety -six out of one thousand
born. The result so impressed
the Provincial Government of
Quebec that they recognized the
company's achievement by ap-

is the difference

in radio transformers ?
THE audio frequency transformers in your radio perform
a most important duty. They aid
in increasing the volume of sound
... in building it up to the desired
strength. BUT
When sound is increased, the
tendency is toward distortion.
That's where thedifference comes

-

in transformers. Inefficient transformers will give distorted reception, just as a defective mirror will
show a distorted image.
Whether you are building a set,
or buying one, be sure about the
transformers. No radio, remember, can he better than its transformers. A safe guide to follow is
the Jefferson trade mark. You can
depend on quality in performance when the name "Jefferson"
is on the product.
Jefferson Transformers arc
made by transformer specialists
the world's largest manufacturers
of small transformers. There is a
very definite reason why leading
radio engineers specify 'Jefferson."
You'll find it in the clear, sweet,

life -like amplification which
Jefferson Transformers give. Sold
by the better dealers, used by manufacturers of high grade radio sets.

JEFFERSON ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING CO.
SOI So.

Green St., Chicago, III.
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propriating $500,000 to go on

with the same work in the Province. A similar demonstration
in Framingham, Mass., a town
of approximately seventeen
thousand inhabitants, cut the infant mortality 40 per cent. This
demonstration cost the company
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Returns. of course, came not
from one town, but from the
others who followed the example
which the Metropolitan set. For
instance, Framingham became
so interested in the demonstration that it raised its health appropriation from forty cents to
more than two dollars per capita.
This was conducted under the
direction of Dr. Donald B. Armstrong, then with the National
Health Council, and now Dr.
Frankel's assistant. Among the
cities which followed this example are Syracuse, N. Y.;
Mansfield, O., and New York
City itself.
The third method of health
propaganda is the literature
method. This consists of the
circularizing of a number of
health pamphlets on topics selected by Dr. Frankel and compiled by experts whom he designates to do the work. We find
among them such things as All

About Milk," by Milton J.
Roseneau, Professor of Preventive Medicine and Hygiene at
Harvard University; "The
Health of the Worker," by C. E.
A. Winslow, Professor of Public
Health, Yale School of Medicine;
and "Care of the Teeth, a Peep
Into the Future," by Thadeus P.
Hyatt, D. D. S., Dental Director
of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, lecturer for the
Department of Education and
chairman of the Oral Hygiene
Committee of Greater New
York.
The primary purpose of these
pamphlets is their distribution
by salesmen among the industrial policy holders, of whom
there are sixteen million. The
salesman's work takes him directly into their homes for the
collection of premiums and he
has, therefore, an excellent opportunity to take with him each
time one of these pamphlets.
The pamphlet in no wise interferes with the work of the physician, but on the contrary insists that the physician be
called immediately and proper
care be given. These pamphlets
have also been used at the request of teachers in more than
six thousand classrooms in 1924,
and many of the other policy
holders send in requests for
them also. In the fifteen years
from 1910 to 1925, through this
-welfare work, the death rate of
Metropolitan policy holders has
fallen much more rapidly than
that of the general public.
Now we have this last step
which is the use of radio for the
dissemination of information.
Dr. Frankel does not personally give all the Monday evening
talks, but some of them are given
by outside experts; for instance,
Dr. Iago Goldston talked on
"Noises Are Poisonous," and
Mrs. Aida de Acosta Root,
daughter -in -law of Elihu Root,
talked on the "May Day Fes-

tival."

The radio work itself comes
under the direction of Robert
Lynn Cox, second vice president
of the Metropolitan, who is in
charge of radio and advertising.
Mr. Cox, who is president of the
New Jersey State Board of
Education, was formerly a
lawyer in Buffalo. He became
intensely interested in insurance
law, and combining this with his
knowledge of advertising, which
won him the $1000 prize for an
advertisement, entitled "One
Hundred Years to a Day," he
found himself particularly well
equipped for the work which he
directs at the Metropolitan.
It is apparent that with the
tremendous facilities of the personnel of the Metropolitan, the
health information now going
on the air could not be surpassed, and the impetus thus
given to the promotion of public
health is so valuable that it is
practically impossible to estimate the effect upon the general
welfare of the country.

nt'evteher. 1925
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Concert Grand

Baby Grand
List Price. $110.00

WHO OWNS
UNCLE

SAM is still struggling with the
radio broadcast problem because the
rush for broadcast licenses seems to continue unabated. From some points of view
the job of assigning licenses for broadcasting stations looks hopeless. But there seems
to be one real test that never fails. Fortunately this test is one which gives first
consideration to the broadcast listener.
Every one is beginning to realize that unless the listener gets what he wants, when
he wants it, without undue interference or
trouble, the industry as a whole is going
to suffer.
This means that a real appreciation is
growing of the common interest of manufacturers of equipment, operators of broadcasting stations, wholesale and retail stores,
and the householder who enjoys anything
from the home -made crystal outfit to the
finest Console model. And it is quite evident that it is the broadcast listener, the
general public of radio, who owns the ether
rights and whose interest in the use of the
ether for radio must fix all fundamental
plans and policy.
Not many months ago, at an important
radio conference, the various conflicting interests among broadcasters represented
each argued that he had some right superior
to that of the other. One man thought his
station should be given preference because
it was already established. Another argued
that because his station served the municipality it ought to be given public priority
privilege. The third, serving a newspaper,
claimed to be an important agency of news
distribution. Still another, because of its
strategic geographic position, claimed privileges greater than those that it was willing
to accord neighboring stations.
Very little progress was made in discussing these conflicting rights and claims
as to who was "best" until one spirit in

Lut Price, $132.00

the

ETHER?

By R. S. McBride
Wsehleeten Itepreeeatatlee et "Radio
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the Heme"

These photographs show the very fine type of
cabinets that are becoming increasingly availably
at reasonable priers for the man or woman who
wants the radio set to become an integral part of
the furnishing of the home.
Such cabinets are
bring built to house any of the standard -bustype radio receivers. The particular ones shown
here are offered by the Knickerbocker Talking

Machine Company of New York
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the group, braver than the rest, enunciated
the principle that all of them were wrong
and that the only real test was whether
one station gave the broadcast listener
what he wanted better than the others.
This may not have been a particularly
popular pronouncement at the minute, but
in any event it seems to be an irrefutable
conclusion.
Now that we, the B. C. L's of radio,
realize our power, this is the question for
us to consider -what shall we do about it?
If we can, as a group, but make up our
minds what we want and let our decision
be known, it is safe to say that Uncle Sam
will do the rest for us. Certainly the desire
to get us what we want exists in Washington. The only question that remains is
whether the law is quite ample to cover
every contingency.
Let us suppose that the postman on our
route was able to carry only thirty pounds
of mail on each of his trips twice daily, but
that there were forty or fifty pounds of
mail coming to the station that had to be
distributed on his route. It would not take
long for the Postoffice Department to discover the need of another carrier and they
would promptly shorten the route so that
we would get all our mail on time regardless of season or weather.
But in radio we cannot put on more
postmen to carry the extra load of radio
broadcasting whenever there is more material to be sent out. When there is a radio
traffic jam of this sort some of the radio
business has to wait, or, perhaps, never
gets delivered at all.
If this were the case with mail it would
not take long to decide that the mining
stock promoters' sheets, the real estate
advertising, the department store circular
letters, and like material, which is alright
in its place, but of much less value than
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first -class mail, is the part that
would have to wait. We certainly would not tolerate a
scheme that allowed this advertising material to delay delivery
of important letters or prevent
prompt communication with
friends or distant members of
the family. No more are we
going to permit any interference
with the kind of radio broadcasting that we really want by
trash or advertising material
that has little if any appeal or
value to the listener.
We must not forget in this
connection that the number of
radio messages which can be
going out through the ether in
any neighborhood at any time
and be usefully received on our
home sets is limited. The Post office Department can put on
more and more carriers. In
fact, the more business they
have the more likely it is that
additional carriers can be used
with profit.
But in radio, Mother Nature
has fixed a limit beyond which
we may not go, because after a
given number of messages are
on their way more simply
create confusion, not additional
communication.
In a recent article, the close
relationship between radio and
the public service companies
was discussed.
It was made
clear that the general principles
which have developed all over
this country for regulating gas,
water and telephone business
are also applicable to radio
broadcasting. Broadcasting certainly is a "public service"
agency, and the broadcaster who
spells his "Service" with a
capital "S" and makes the
"PUBLIC" all capitals in his
plans and policies soon becomes
our favorite station operator.
It is what we want and when
we want it that determines what
he must do.
So, too, in the street -car business. Five-minute intervals between street cars from midnight
to 6 A. M. could easily be arranged because there would be
very few automobiles and little
likelihood of traffic delay. But
the public service rendered
would be almost zero, and the
annoyance to those who tried to
sleep as the cars bumped over
crossings would far outweigh
any supposed advantage.
In other words this frequent
service is needed at rush hours,
but is no good at times when the
public does not want it. It may
actually become an annoyance.
Similarly extra radio service
when or where it is not wanted
is more likely to be an annoyance
to many than it is a pleasure,
even to a few.
Down in Washington at the
Department of Commerce the
radio inspection service of the
Government is trying to figure
out how best to determine for
every part of the country just
what broadcast service is being
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rendered and how improvement
may be made. There can and
will be established in Washington general rules for the country, and the granting of licenses
for every station, from the small
radio shop or amateur with two
or three watts power up to the
powerful stations that nightly
reach from coast to coast, doubtless must remain in the hands
of these Federal officials. But
no one understands better than
Uncle Sam's experts in Washington that each local problem
must be solved on its own
merits. What may be broadcast
in and near Podunk must be determined by the needs and
wishes of Podunk listeners; and
just as surely must the problems

of New York and Chicago determine the licensing policy of

these great metropolitan centers.
At present the Department of
Commerce must grant a license
to any one who applies for the
privilege of broadcasting. The
courts have ruled that the Secretary of Commerce may not exercise any discretion in this matter
as to whether or not a new station can begin business. The
only thing that the Secretary
may do is to determine through
his technical experts what
power and what wave length
may be employed -in other
words, to what class of station
the applicant will be assigned.
During the first few years of
broadcasting this authority was
enough because the number of
persons desiring to broadcast
their entertainment, educational
matter or propaganda was
limited. But we certainly have
already reached, if not much
exceeded, that number of stations which can effectively
serve the public.
There seems to be only one
possible answer, namely that
the Government must hare authority to refuse licenses to some
of those who come, and to compel
each new applicant to demon:trate what excuse he may have
for existence before he shall be
given the right to jazz or orate
on the air. Just how the law
can best be drawn to guard this
privilege has not been determined, but it is certain some
such law must be formulated,
and that it should be passed by
the next session of Congress.
In my earlier article I pointed
out that those who wish to start
any other kind of public service
company had to get a "certificate
of public necessity and convenience." This means that they
must go before the proper authorities and show what service
they intend to render and the
probable public consequence of
their operations. If the new
company appears able to do
something useful for the public
that is not already provided for,
it is quite easy to grant them the
necessary franchise. Or if it
were a valuable prospective
radio broadcaster, it would be
quite easy to show the Federal
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authorities that it deserved a
broadcasting license. And it
should be evident to any one
that unless the company can
show such useful purpose to be
served by its existence, it is not
fair to let it disturb the listeners' enjoyment of good programs
now available simply because it
happens to desire this right.
No one can discuss this subject long, however, without being
confronted with the question of
censorship. Indeed, it is very
proper to ask any one who proposes the limiting of radio

RADIO IN THE HOME
If Chicago, which now has
thirty -two stations within its
limits or nearby territory. wants
this number of stations it is
really of no concern to Milwaukee, Madison or Cleveland, but it
is very much of concern to these
other important communities

that Chicago does not occupy
thirty -two out of the very

limited number of radio broadcasting channels. Any such proceeding would not give the other
communities any chance at all
to do a reasonable amount of
broadcasting.
licenses the question : "How do
In other words, it is not the
you propose to determine number of stations that causes
whether the newcomer is better trouble, but the number of difthan those we already have ?" ferent wave lengths used. Let
And I must confess that that is Chicago continue its five Class
not an easy question to answer. B wave lengths if it will, asking
Let us suppose that Uncle its local stations to share these
Sam, in the interest of highway in any way or in any proportion
safety, should set about fixing that serves the local need best.
uniform traffic rules. It would But please, Chicago, do not ask
be quite all right to seek to have us to give up twenty -seven more
a uniform system for headlights wave lengths for your convenand tail lights of cars. It would ience! We doubt, even if you had
also be desirable to have an na- all the thirty -two, whether you
tionally uniform scheme for would be materially better off
signaling when one wishes to than now; and we are sure the
stop or turn right or turn left; rest of us would be much worse
but it is hardly possible to write off.
into a national traffic code some
At the present time the only
such rule as "There shall be no way the radio business can sucleft turn at 7th and Main ceed is to have more and better
streets." This corner may be seta purchased every year. But
very busy in our home town, but it is very certain that we, the
a quiet. inoffensive intersection would -be listeners, are not going
in the nearest neighboring town. downtown and spend $200 or
Is it not equally true in radio? $300 for a new radio set, no
What is needed in New York matter how fine a piece of furnimay not serve at all well in ture or how perfect a reproducChicago, and certainly what ing unit, unless it brings us what
suits these big cities is not ap- we want. We would like to buy
propriate for those of smaller a fine console model from which
size or for suburban territory. we could get our choice of splenUnfortunately, it is not pos- did programs at will, but $200
sible to place all of the authority or $300 is far too much money
for radio regulation in the hands to spend that way unless results
of the separate States or cities -that is, good programs undisas we do traffic rules. Even if turbed by too many stations, are
each of them did a good job by going to be available.
Rest assured, therefore, that
itself the result would be chaos.
This is necessarily true because the business men in radio are
anything put on the air travels not going to encourage the con
without regard to State and city tinued increase in number of
lines. The radio wave, once stations which spells only disstarted, certainly demonstrates aster for the trade. They are
that these marks of political sub- going to make it certain that
division are, as our old geogra- our fine new sets can be purphies used to say, "artificial lines chased without fear that they
running upon the surface of the will fail to give the service which
we have come rightly to expect.
earth."
We listeners can, therefore,
Jazz in Chicago, unrestricted,
will spoil lectures from Milwau- look forward to that time without
any misgivings and can anMadison,
from
kee, education
and grand opera from Cleveland t1/4:ipate fair and impartial findings.
And above all we can conquite effectively, if on the wrong
wave length or sent out with too gratulate ourselves in advanée
high a power, as any nearby dis- that any finding will bewith the
turbances. Our radio traffic. idea of service to the listener.
therefore, needs a national Without recognition of the
traffic officer on important prin- listener's ownership of ether
ciples, but it also needs careful rights there can be no progress
consideration of the local point -in fact, not even permanence
for the present radio business.
of view.
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Leading set manufacturers and thousands of amateurs know by experience
that Radion Panels are most effective
in reducing surface leakage and leakage noises. This means lowest losses
and greater efficiency, especially noticeable in super -sensitive circuits. All
the Radion low-loss parts have the
same high -resistant characteristics of
Radion Panels.
You can now get Radion Sockets.
Dials, the new Radion Loud Speaker
Horn. Tubing, Binding Post strips,
Insulators, etc. Radion Panels in
black and Mahoganite come cut in
standard sizes for whatever set you
wish to build.
Send for booklet, "Building Your
Gives wiring diaOwn Set."
grams, front and rear views,
shows new set with slanting panel,
lists of parts and directions for
building popular circuits. Mailed
for 10 cents.
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Write today for the QUADRAFORMER BOOK. It will bring
you a new radio experience. Profusely illustrated with photographs, drawings. It takes you
step -by -step through the making
of the SUPER-FIVE, an exceptional 5-Tube Receiver developed
by engineers of the Gearhart Schlueter Radio Corporation.
Inclose 25c and You'll
Have It by Return Mail

GEARHART - SCHLUETER

RADIO CORPORATION

7H Voorman St.

Fresno, Calif.
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Karas Harmonik Transformers
Fidelity
Amplify Radiocast Music With Absolute
all
your rn$oyn.ent,
Ik
sooner had Karam tsar
NuTrannforners
been Introduced than'

letters began to pour In from all over
Exacting set builders
the country.
could not restrain their enthusiasm.
know radio as I never knew
So Mr. E. M. Lubeck, of
Ind..
expressed himself.
in every
vuler and every instrument as disone could get them In the
tinctly
room." wrote the Rev. Wm. Steelhorn.
of Columbus. O.
"1 ronalder your

Now

I

It before,"

Koko

"Kara Harnuplks bring

a

musical

instru-

ment. take s good violin. It
tonal qualities at all pitches
That was
the musical crape.
ment of Mr. Walter Krause.
Burnham Ave.. Chicago.

has line

transformer

a

real

covering
the comof 7R07

Thew few reporta picked at ranfrom score. of letters-- tell you
more convincingly than WE can tell
vou, the wonderful results YOC can
A.o n

obtain through installing Kara. Harmunik Transformers In your set. Re-

member. the finest of loud prakers
can t ovenonte the ahortr..mings of

defective or Inefficient

transformrnc

for

Here.

Is

audio transformer.
signed

to

reproduce.

nelentiflrally dethrough your

speaker all of the beauty of radiocaat
music exactly an It in rendered In
the studio.
High. low and medium audio frequenclea are amplified to an equal degree. Sonorous ban notes pour forth
iron, the speaker In full strength and
rich tune quality. The. vital barks and rich overtones are brought
out In their true beauty by this marvel of audio transformers.

All last season. homy set builders-the most discriminating class of radio

nthuslasta -ought Kama Harntoniks
musical quality of radio
and enjoyed
reception that owners of factory -built
arts knew nothing about.
If yea want the utmost musical en)oyment that radio has to offer. get
Karam Harmonik Trans a pair of
formers at once. It is very simple
to Install them, or, If you don't rare
to do It yourself. any radio repair
man will do It for you at small expense. Why not make up your mind
right now to have the best music your
set is ratable of giving?

Mod good radio dealers carry Kara. Harmonik.. If your
deal is out of them, order direct of us. Send no
money, just pay the postman $7.00 each on delivery.
Remmbe-- abolute satisfaction or your money back after
30 days' trial.

volence.

KARAS ELECTRIC CO.
4045 N. Rockwell St.
C--Mos-e
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Mr. Merrill Neely, formerly In charge
and
development
of experimental
work In Radio be the Home's laboratory, Is now In charge of our Service
Department.
Mr. Neely has personally built and

RADIO REPAIRS
SETS AND ACCESSORIES

1212 Jefferson Bldg.
ISIS íîseta

t

St.

Philaldp`ia, P..

There can be not the slightest
doubt that this series of concerts
will result in the sale of
thousands of radio sets. But
this does not necessarily mean
that they will be the kind of sets
that Mr. Kent manufactures.
He cannot compel the public to
buy his particular sets for the
reception of these concerts; if
he could, then it would be a
business proposition pure and

Popular Song Writer Gives His Views
on Broadcasting Fees

Official Service Station
"Radio in the Home"

teeted every hookup and circuit described in Radio to Che Home, including
this Issue. and we are prepared to
build or service any circuit or net.
We have first hand information on
the "VIctoreen" herein described.
Write us for quotations on complete
seta or kit of parts.

this way have become better
and better artists of national
reputation have been heard
quite frequently, and the entire
tone of radio broadcasting has
been raised with a beneficial
effect upon the culture of the
American home which must be
felt in a better civilization in
the years to come.
Just at the time that this issue
of the magazine is going to
press, we are in receipt of the
news of the greatest of all of
these public benefactions. It
comes in the form of the announcement from A. Atwater
Kent of the virtual completion
of arrangements for a series of
programs, which, it might almost be said, surpasses any one
series of concert programs ever
undertaken by even the greatest
of the impresarios.
On the concert platform, the
artists gathered together for
this series would attract hundreds of thousands of dollars to
the box office and the backer of
the series could depend upon
making a fortune. In the case
of Mr. Kent, there is no box
office, and he is giving these
artists to the radio public free
of charge. In return, he may or
may not sell some of the radio
sets which his company manufactures. Personally I hope he
does. I hope he sells a million;
he will richly deserve it.
But this is a typical instance
of what I have just pointed out
-that the man or firm doing
this sort of thing must be given
credit for a very large measure
of pure public -spirited bene-
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simple, and instead of calling
him a public benefactor, we
should simply admire him as a
farsighted and shrewd business
man not afraid to spend a lot of
money with a fair certainty of
making a lot more in return.
This series of programs, however, will simply create a tremendous demand for all good
radio sets. Mr. Kent is taking
his chances that his company
will receive a fair share of this
business. The thing that impresses me most favorably about
the whole plan is the fact that
Mr. Kent must know that his
competitors are going to do a
tremendous business also on his
money. It requires a man of
unusual vision to face a situation of this kind, and be willing
to boost the business of his competitors in this way on the
chance of also boosting his own.
There are organizations of
manufacturers of radio sets who
meet in convention and hold
long discussions about the best
method of stimulating business.
If these men could only be
brought to the Kent viewpoint,
their obvious plan would be to
pool all of their financial resources possible into a great
fund and to place upon the biggest link of broadcasting stations available the very best
programs that money could buy.
This is the solution of the
problems which are perplexing
the radio industry today. This
is also the solution of the much mooted problem of how to make
the interest for radio continue
throughout the Summer.
Radio interest will always
rise and fall with the rise and
fall of the programs broadcast.
Put on a real first class program
in the middle of July or August
and you will get as big an
audience as you will in December or January.
But it costs money. If there
were more Kents in the industry, the problem would be
easy of solution, and the radio
manufacturer and the dealer,
and you and I. would all be
happy in radio twelve months in
the year.
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ROBERTSON -DAVIS CO.
412 ORLEANS ST.

CHICAGO. ILL,

WE ARE in receipt of a letter from a composer of popular
songs, who expresses surprise that we have taken an attitude "against the composer of musical entertainment for radio
listeners," referring to the editorial, "Shall Tin -Pan Alley Ruin
Radio," which appeared in the October issue of this magazine.
The writer proceeds to give his views on the subject.
A point that we would like to make clear to the writer of the
letter and others interested, is that the editorial in question in no
way took exception to the right of composers to be properly
rewarded for their work, but rather to the varying and exorbitant
demands that have been made, and are still being made, upon
broadcasting stations by the Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers. We quote from that editorial: "There is not a broadcaster in the business today who does not most cheerfully admit
that the man who writes a song and the man who publishes it
and all of the men who have to do with making it popular are
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fully entitled to a just reward for their talents and their efforts.
Every broadcaster is willing to pay his share to see that this
reward is adequate. But it should be remembered that the word
adequate should also be held to include the word reasonable."
Simultaneously with the receipt of the above -mentioned
letter there comes to hand the Cleveland Plain Dealer with an
article on the subject. Here is an excerpt:
"Beginning today (October 2), there will be no broadcasting
from the Euclid Music Company studio of WTAM, Hotel Statler,
the Music Box Restaurant, Euclid Beach Park or Public Hall.
"The demand which brought this decision, according to S. E.
Baldwin, manager of the radio station, was for payment of $25
for each hour of remote control broadcasting, in addition to a fee
of $1000 yearly for the Home Studio. The demands also included
a fee of $25 an hour for 'courtesy programs,' in which credit is
given to a firm furnishing the entertainers. This caused cancellation of such features as Carl Rupp's Hollenden entertainers.
"Accession to the demands would have meant an increase in
the cost of broadcasting over WTAM by nearly $100 a day,
according to Mr. Baldwin."
The letter purporting to give the other side of the story

follows:

THE LAMBS
130 West 44th Street
New York

October 3rd, 1926.
Mr. Henry M. Neely,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Dear Mr. Nedy:
I am very much surprised that you have taken the attitude, as
expressed in the magazine "Radio in the Home," against the composer
of musical entertainment for radio listeners.
I have constantly performed free of charge on the air, and my
songs have been sung the country over. May I add my song "Dear
Old Pal of Mine," is one of the most popular on the air today.
Up to the present I have never received a cent for all I have
contributed to radio. I wonder if the inven'or of the "tubes" or other
patents have been treated the same. My musical compositions have
dropped seventy -five (76%) per cent in the sale of sheet music and
phonograph records, etc.
The answer is -the public likes "Dear Old Pal of Mine" on the air,
but instead of buying a copy of the song and playing it on the piano,
or buying John McCormack's record of it, they have closed the piano
and the Victrola-which paid me royalties-and bought a new tube
or new radio set, to hear more music on the air. The public has tired
of the piano and phonograph, and adopted the radio. All your friends

will tell you

-

so.

Well. if they want to hear my music that way- through radio
then through radio I must receive my money. or else stop writing.
If they take it from me without paying my price for it, then surely the
radio corporations of America will let me have their patens at a Price
I would suggest. That's fair, isn't it
I have written a song and I reserve the right, according to the laws
of the United States, to ask any price I want for it. I am not forced
to sell it to any one, whether it is the American Telegraph and Telephone Company, Eveready Batteries, Silvertown Cord Tires or all the
finest hotels in the United States who are using radio for an advertising
campaign. Nor is DeForest forced to sell his patents for a price. If
they don't want to pay me living, then let them use something else.
You "rap" the Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers. All
I can say is that great corporations stole and stole our works until
we had to do something, and the Society's cheques have been very
useful and I wish them all the success in the world. We only represent
ten per cent (10'-; ) of the copyrighted music in the country, but I
guess it is wanted, hence this unpleasantness.
We are not starving nor pitiful. All I personally wish is that radio
stop using my music until they pay nie a living. That's not much
to ask.
As for TIN -PAN ALLEY, I have a lot of respect for them, and
no has the country we live in, since it began.
Through all its wars
and particularly this recent World War, I think we are very much
indebted for such lilting strains as "Over There," "There's a Long,
Long Trail," "Where Do We Go From Here Boys?" and in fact any
good song.
Come to New York some time and see me and other composers,
and I feel 'hat you will not be so eager to rush the fountain of the
radio -the fellows who create songs for the entertainment of the

"listeners -in."
P.

Yours very truly,
(Signed) LIEUTENANT GITZ RICE.
S. -May I dare to expect that this letter will receive the same
publicity as your recent article did.

brings a piano-player with him
Getting 'Em Up in the and
together. they give the corn Morning
mands to "bend forward-one11../1...4 Yr.w Pas.
two-and-back," etc. He has
*4)

"Reductionists," as Bill found that playing popular
Stradtmann likes to call them, music is an incentive to the timid
like to do their stuff to the tune souls who tune in for the first
of some popular song -so he few times to take an interest in

the work, and they are soon
sending their letter of enrollment in his large class of
"benders." His work has been
very uplifting.
Physicians have indorsed
these exercises and several of
them are taking the course.
Letters have been received from
members of the class in which
they tell of their doctors recommending the work for the pa-
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Na -Ald Sockets
and the new

standard
tube bases
Adapters for old
sockets --and a
brand -new socket too

tients.

Drills are strenuous and the
best gymnasts feel their effect.
There is one drawback to exercising via radio, and that is
the inability of the instructor to
correct his pupils as he does in
the gymnasium. While there
are many who slight the movements simply because the director cannot see them, it must be
borne in mind the full effect of
the exercises will only be the result of the sincerity of the
pupils.
The radio class conducted by
WLW has the privilege of asking for corrective exercises.
Nearly every request has to do
with reduction and special exercises that will reduce everything from the neck down to the
ankles so as to answer the dictates of fashion. One plump
member of the class told of her
experiences with the full -knee
bend exercises and how, with the
aid of door jambs, chairs, stepladder and other handy things,
she was able to negotiate the
work. A few remarks of encouragement tend to keep up
the spirits of the heavier members of the class. Music, however, is most important in keeping them jolly for a class of
physical -culture students working without music would be like
a parade without a band.
An obesity pamphlet is mailed
to all heavyweights in the class
with rules for reducing and suggested menus of meals not exceeding 1400 calories daily. With
these aids, it has been found
that members have been able to
reduce as much as twenty
pounds, while the lighter members of the class have gained
from two to five pounds.
It is difficult to impress the
beginners with the fact that exercises will reduce those who
are too plump and put on weight
for thinner members of the
class. It is not an easy matter to
build up muscle as quickly as it
is to take off fat.
It is only by letters from the
members of the class that the
physical director can become acquainted with them and know
their problems. In some cases,
the letters are answered through
the radio station. Many have
been benefited through the advice given, for it is easier to put
a class through the work when
the class is visualized by the director.

RADIO fan s
can now use
any of the new
tubes in the famous Na-Ald De
Luxe Socket.
This is the socket
that has two points of contact with each tube terminal.
It

socket with the aid. -

is the

scraping contacts that may be
easily cleaned by simply rotating
tube three or four
times without remov;ng it from the

It

socket.
socket

is also the

proved

laboratory

by
tests to

be the most

efficient
in low losses and
low capacity.

<last..
451-X

Na -Ald De Luxe Socket
will take the new tubes UX201A, UX -12 and UX -114 without an adapter. By the use of
this adapter No. 419-X it will take
the new small base tubes, Nos.
UX -199 and UX -190. 419 -X
sells for 31e.

The

Other Na -Ald
adapters and
the new socket
The Super -Het No.

adapter,

440 -X

da »to r

equipped with cables

ass-x

for connections, enables the owners of Radiola
Super -Het to get the great increase in volume and clarity the

new UX -140 tube
develops.
Price of 420-X Adapter, $1111.
There is a new adapter for use
in making the shift
from WD -11 to UX
It is espetubes.
cially designed to enable the users of
Radiolas II,
and
III -A to enjoy the

III

a.. 411x
s.o.t

improved

operation

the new tubes proPrice 421 -X. 75c.

vide.

The 451-X Na -Ald Socket is a
brand -new socket that will take
any of the UX series of tubes
without an adapter. Price 35c:
No. 4111 -XS cushion mount, 50c.

You can obtain Na -Ald adapters, sockets or dials at radio,
electrical and hardware stores
everywhere.

Write for catalogue and free
information, "What to Build,"
giving tested selected circuits.
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SuPE R HE T 1/UIl ISUPES"
THE superheterodyne receiver is corn monly called the "Rolls -Royce of Radioa lot of other names, too, that don't
sound anything like Rolls-Royce.
Paradoxical as it may seem, the superheterodyne is the most praised and most
damned circuit known today, and has probably caused more grief and a greater waste
of money than any other known circuit or
combination of circuits. Yet, basically the
superheterodyne is, I believe, undoubtedly
the finest circuit now available to the man
who builds his own receiver. However, let
me say at this time, that there are many
others probably better able than I to discuss the merits or demerits of the super het, and it must be remembered that this
article is based chiefly on the results of
my own personal experiences.
It is unfortunate but true that the
majority of home-made superheterodynes
have failed to function according to the expectations of the builders. I say "majority" advisedly, for during the past eighteen months it has been my privilege to
read hundreds of letters from fans seeking
technical advice, and the majority of those

-and

By Leslie G. Biles
Tchnk.l

Editor of "Radio

4

the Nome"

who had built supers were dissatisfied with
the performance of their sets.
The use of inferior or substituted parts
and an insufficient knowledge of high frequency current were responsible for a great
deal of the trouble; others, having built
their sets of high quality apparatus, were
having difficulty due to minor mistakes
which could be easily adjusted. The chief
complaint, however, was the inability to

tune in stations at great distances.
These letters provoked sympathy for the
builders, many of whom could ill afford to
spend a hundred dollars for a set that would
not function properly. The real trouble is
that the public has been fooled into believing that the superheterodyne will perform miracles. Such statements as "California on a one -foot loop," "coast to coast
reception," "DX like locals" and other untruthful advertising and misstatement of
facts by unscrupulous manufacturers have

done incalculable harm to the superheterodyne, and it is only now that their absurdity
is beginning to be understood.
California on a one -foot loop (even from
the coast of Maine is no marvelous achieve ment for a superheterodyne if receiving
conditions are ideal, but it cannot be done
consistently. In fact, I know of no receiver
-superheterodyne or any other type -that
has a consistent, night after night receiving
range of 3000 miles. There may be such
an animal, but in hundreds of sets which I
have tested I failed to find one which could
boast of such performance.
During the international receiving tests
last winter Madrid, Spain, and Aberdeen,
Scotland, were received at my home in Delanco, N. J., with a receiver of the same
make as that shown in the accompanying
illustration, yet it could not truthfully be
said that this set would bring in European
stations consistently. The Pacific Coast
stations were heard spasmodically throughout the winter months, but the consistent
range of the -eceiver was about 1500 miles.
By "consistent range" is meant clear and
dependable loud -speaker reception, night
)
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after night, using

a loop antenna. With an
outdoor antenna the DX range could be
increased several hundred miles.
The prospective builder of a superheterodyne should avoid apparatus of unknown
make and accept only such parts as are endorsed by reputable publications or those
which he knows have proved successful in
the hands of some of his friends. This
advice is based on fifteen months' personal
experiments with forty -one makes of super heterodynes, during which time, sixty-nine
supers were constructed. In addition to
these, I had the pleasure of conducting
numerous experiments in conjunction with
Captain H. J. Adams, Signal Corps, U. S. A.
Captain Adams is considered one of
the foremost authorities on superheterodynes in this country. Out of all the
numerous types we tested we found but
seven which, in our opinion, were worthy
of serious consideration.
Some of these outfits were entirely satisfactory as far as tonal qualities were concerned, but they were utterly lacking in
sensitivity and selectivity. Others were
selective, but the transformers were peaked
so sharp as to cut the side bands -resulting
in poor quality of music. Still others were
unstable or low in amplification.
A superheterodyne to be thoroughly
satisfactory must have excellent selectivity
-sharp enough to separate stations operating on wave lengths ten kilocycles apart.
It must have volume to spare, and there
should be absolutely no interstage oscilla-

There are very few long leads used in this set, and
most of them are under the sub- panel. The use of
automatic filament controls (Arnperites) simplifies
the operation of the receiver

tion -that is, the radio -frequency amplifiers should never oscillate. These three
points depend upon the design of the intermediate transformers and the oscillator,
and it is in only the very best transformers
that these points will be combined.
Of the several types of transformers on
the market, the iron core probably predominates. This is due, undoubtedly, to the
fact that these transformers have no distinct resonance point and. therefore, require no matching. This type of transformer puts the burden of matching a
"filter coupler" on the man who builds the
set. This is truly a disadvantage, for contrary to some opinions, this coupler cannot
be tuned by the use of matched condensers,
as the inductance of two apparently equal
coils is seldom, if ever, alike.
The correct matching of this coupler
requires the use of a high -frequency amplifier and a calibrated oscillator, which is a
difficult layout for the novice to handle, and
upon the accuracy of this matching depends the selectivity of the set.
The iron core transformer, due to its
Rear

tint

of the set shorting the method of
mounting the transformers

heavy losses. prevents, in a measure, interstage oscillation. Bu: due to its necessarily
high impedance, it works well only with
the one type of tube for which it was designed, and then, for the best results these
tubes must be matched. Due also to :hose
losses, the iron core transformer cannot
be used satisfactorily above 45,000 cycles,
and at this comparatively low operating

frequency, the heterodyne beats are quite

close together, which shows favor to higher

intermediate frequencies for convenient
tuning.
The air core transformer, when properly
designed, presents none of the objections
of the iron core, and at the same time, has
many distinct advantages. The air core
transformer has a resonance curve many
times sharper than the iron core type, which
means that the filter coupler does not have
to be so accurately tuned, and that the circuit will be more selective and easier to
construct. Inasmuch as these transformers
may be operated on a much higher frequency, the heterodyne beats are spread
apart, making tuning much more convenient. There are no core losses in an air core
transformer, and consequently, the possibility of distortion due to this loss is eliminated. Due to the truly resonant characteristics of these transformers, the applied
grid voltage should be higher, resulting in
higher amplification.
However, air core transformers, in order
to possess these advantages, must have
their resonance points acurately matched,
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Front pane/ 'dew of the Victoreen Superheterodyne. fernier dials are an
absolute necessity. on this type of receiver. The Marco dial used on the
receiver shown in the illustration is an exceptionally fine vernier and raaket
the sharpest kind of tuning a real pleasure
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the Amplion are won by
its wonderful dearness and deep, full.
life-like tone -qualities which have made
it the world's largest -selling loud speaker.
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The explanation is that The Amplion was evolved
by the actual originators and oldest producen' of
loud speakers. Long before radio attained general
popularity, Graham loud speakers had been
adopted -because of outstanding excellence -by
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the exacting British Admiralty and naval experts
of other nations The Amplion. introduced in 1920.
was based on thirty years of successful experience.
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The supremacy of The

Hear The Amplion in comparison with any or all
other radio reproducers Let your ears tell you

Amphon has Mm w'orldwtde
re-ogniuon and leadership in
Panel loll .al nations in
which Anaphors* are ruling
Iavontes among murclovers:
UNITED STATFS

sales.

why it is so widely known as "The world's finest
loud speaker." Amplion Loud Speakers, $12 up.
Phonograph units in two sizes. Interesting literature and dealer's address on request.
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but unfortunately there are very Because of the condenser, the
few of them matched to any secondary circuit exhibits true
stated precision.
resonance characteristics. For
An air core transformer, instance, it permits the use of a
whose resonance curve has been primary whose value of impedshifted by means of a condenser ance is lower than the usual
across the secondary, is the ideal practice, which enables it to be
transformer for intermediate used with either 199 type or
amplification, and providing the 201A type tubes, with results
matching has been done at the equal to the relative amplificafactory, it possesses many ad- tion values of the tube. On acvantages. However, it should count of lower inductance value
not contain a condenser which of the primary, interstage oscilcan be varied from the outside, lation is absolutely prevented.
for if it has been properly de- This is a wonderful improvesigned, it will never require ad- ment.
justment.
Another feature made possiThis type of ''resonant" trans- ble, only by the use of the conformer has a much sharper res- denser, is the stability of the cironance curve than other types. cuit. This makes the matching

Oeveland Engineering
Laboratories Co.

2144 Superior Viaduct, N. W.
Cleveland, Ohio
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graced any radio set.
Every pert embodied is new It constructed
resulting to treater efficiency and liner
tone quality. The illustration shows our
new straight line wave length, low loss
condenser and vernier device, permitting
the reception of stations over a Wavt
length from NO to 550 meters.
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of tubes and the length of leads, of construction is followed as
etc., of negligible importance. long as the wiring diagram is
This is true because, without the strictly adhered to.
First of all, make sure that
condenser, the only capacity
present, is the distributed ca- all the necessary parts are at
pacity of the transformer sec- hand before begining to lay out
ondary, which is naturally small the panel. Place these instruin comparison, and when this ments in their respective posivalue is small, a very, very small tions and then compare the
change is apt to throw the res- temporary layout with the piconance curve many meters off. ture of the finished set. This
The transformers used in the method of checking will enable
receiver shown herewith are you to detect any mistakes in
guaranteed by the manufacturer getting the instruments in their
to be accurate within 1 -3 of 1 per positions before drilling or ascent of the frequency. These sembly has been started. Make
transformers are tuned to frequent reference to the pic88,000 cycles (3400 meters). At tures and diagrams.
Mount the panel instruments
this frequency, interference
from harmonics is at a mini- and sub -panel brackets first, and
mum, and tuning is much then fasten the sub-panel temsharper than at higher wave porarily to the brackets. Place
the transformers and sockets in
lengths.
Following is a list of material their positions and mark the
which we used at Station 3XP mounting holes on the sub -panel
with a scriber. The input transto build this receiver:
former is mounted at the left
3 Victoreen RF Transformers,
end of the sub- panel. The posiNo. 170.
tions
of the oscillator -tube socket
Victoreen Input Trans- and oscillator
1
coupler are clearly
former, No. 175.
indicated
in the
Victoreen Oscillator, No. between the tuningphotograph
1
condensers.
150.
It is suggested that the mount2 Amsco Allocating (straight - ing screw holes in the sub -panel
line - frequency) Condensers. be tapped for 6-32 screws. The
.0005 mfd capacity.
screws should be cut to the
2 Marco Vernier Dials.
proper length so as not to pro8 Benjamin Cle -ra -tone sock - trude through the subpanel and
ers, standard base.
cause a short circuit.
2 Sangamo Grid Condensers,
Now fasten the instruments
with mounting, .00025 mfd.
on the sub-panel and the set is
1 Sangamo Fixed Condenser.
ready to be wired. Use No. 14
.006 mfd capacity.
round tinned bus bar. Be care1 Sangamo By -pass Condenser,
ful with the work and the use
1
mfd capacity.
of "spaghetti," or other insulatI
Eveready 41/2-volt Flash- ing material will not be needed.
light Battery.
When' making soldered con1 Yaxley 400 -ohm Potentiomnections, do not, under any cireter.
cumstances, use acid flux, Rosin 1 Yaxley 6-ohm Rheostat.
core solder is best for this pur1 Yaxley 6-pole, 3-way jack
pose.
switch, No. 69.
Each soldered joint should be
1 Yaxley Single- Circuit Jack.
electrically as well as mechan1 Yaley Double-Circuit Jack.
ically perfect. A good soldered
2 Me!oformer Audio Trans- joint should present a smooth
formers.
round surface. This can only be
1 Panel, 7 x 24 x 3 -16 inches.
obtained by keeping the iron at
1 Panel, 63'1. x 23 x 3 -16 inches.
the proper temperature to make
1 Jones Multi Plug and Batthe solder flow freely. A good
tery cable.
electric soldering iron is, recom2 Daven Grid Leaks, 2 megs mended for this work. When
soldering a joint, hold the parts
each.
firmly so they cannot vibrate
1 Pair Benjamin Panel Brackand then apply the iron with a
ets.
small amount of solder. Hold
5 Amperites, No. 1A.
The apparatus mentioned the parts firmly until cold. Now
above is a list of the parts used to proceed with the actual wirin the construction of the super - ing of the set:
First run the wires to the
heterodynes shown in the photographs. Substitution of other grid and plate terminals of the
Do not solder to the
makes of parts of equal value sockets.
-loop the wires and
may be made for some of the terminals
fasten
them
securely under the
apparatus mentioned, but if the knurled terminal
nuts. The
same layout is used as that wires should be bent
at right
shown, the parts substituted angles with a slightly rounded
should be of the same physical curve rather than at sharp
dimensions.
angles. Do not carry this right The sub-panel method of as- angle bending to extremes. Keep
sembly makes a much neater the wires as short and direct as
looking :ayout than the base- possible.
board method, although the
Now wire the filament circuit.
latter method is not as difficult If the Jones cable is used (and it
and may be used if desired. makes an excellent and very conIn fact, it makes little if any venient battery connector), run
difference what style or method a wire f -om the "red" terminal
.
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Set Special at
Including The Same Parts
fxacUly as Described in this
itsue of Radio -in-the - Home

-

One of the few superheterodynes with air-core trans-

formers. Wonderful selectivity-enough to separate
stations on two or three meter wave difference. Remarkable volume -enough to operate loud-speaker on
far -distant stations. No self- oscillations -no annoying
whistles or squeals from the set. Easier tuning because
air-core transformers operate at higher frequencies.
Set simplicity itself. Dials always log. A demonstration will convince you. Tubes, batteries and aerial, of
course, not included. Packed, ready for you anywhere.

-

Kit Complete Parts, Wonderful

Circular Coil
5-Tube Set

2

These wonderful circular coils make the ordinary 5 -tube
set a super -set.
Design of coils eliminates squeals or
howls from set. Increases selectivity. No feed -back from
coils. You hear only what aerial picks up. No distortion
of sound in phones or speaker. Parts easy to assemble
and wire.
Essv to operate; dials always log. Tubes.
batteries and aerial. of course. not included.

The M. & H. Radio Engineering Service
Will Supply Parts or Complete Sets.
Of Any HookCp Ever Published in Any
Issue of This Magazine at no Extra Cost

This Service Is Recommended by
HENRY M. NEELY
29
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To unscramble

the stations

The New AMSCO Allocating Con.
denser (S.L.F.) spreads the stations
evcnlyarounddials. Eliminatesthe
crowding of low wave stations and
simplifies tuning. And unlike provious straight line frequency con.
deniers. its "half -a- heart" rotor
plates save space in the cabinet.
Three sizes -single or Siamese.

?o get the

finest funi;

The New AMSCO Vernier Dial
is as easily installed as an ordinary
dial -and as easily manipulated.
But -each turn of the dial is step.
ped -down to 1-13th the motion
giving finesse to your fingers. A
precision instrument, without mo.
mentum or back-lash. There is no
vernier like it for distancc.gctting.
Low in price.

-

Ask sour

dialer for these

other

and

AMSCO Engineered Radio Products
Everything in Condenser. Rheostats,

.
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of the cable connector to the minal of the third intermediate
third spring of the switch jack. transformer to the positive filaConnect from the second spring ment lead. The one mfd. byof the switch jack to the posi- pass condenser should be fasttive filament terminal of each ened under the sub -panel and
socket, except the last audio, and connected across the "plus" and
to one side of the potentiometer. "F" terminals of the oscillator
The negative filament terminals coupler.
of the three RF amplifier tube
If the antenna coupler is used,
sockets are connected to a com- this should be fastened under
mon lead and fastened to one the sub -panel, as shown in the
side of the rheostat. The nega- photograph. The "ant." terminal
tive filament terminal of each of is connected to the "black"

the remaining five sockets is
connected to one terminal of an
Amperite. Then run a lead from
the "green" terminal of the
cable connector to rheostat and
each of the Amperites, and also
to one side of the potentiometer.
This completes the wiring of the
filament circuit.
Next the high tension of "B"
battery leads should be connected. In the photograph. this
wire is plainly shown running
over the tops of the intermediate- frequency
transformers.
This wire runs from the "blue"
terminal of the cable connector
to the "plus" terminal of the input transformer, oscillator coupler, the three intermediate
transformers and to the "B"
terminal of the first audio -frequency transformer.
Now connect the "F" terminal
of the input and first two intermediate transformers to a common lead and fasten this to the
middle terminal of the potentiometer. Connect the "F" ter-

terminal and the "gnd." terminal connected to the "brown"
terminal of the cable connector.
The top spring of the loop
jack is connected to the nearest
terminal of the pick -up coil on
the back of the oscillator coupler
and the remaining terminal of
the pick -up coil is connected to
the positive filament terminal of
the oscillator tube. The secondfrom-top terminal of the loop
jack is connected to the "F" terminal of the antenna coupler.
The third terminal of the jack is
connected to the "G" terminal
of the coupler. The bottom
spring of the loop jack is connected through the grid leak and
condenser to the "G" terminal
of the frequency changer tube
socket (first socket at the left).
The stationary plate terminal of
the loop condenser is connected
to this last wire between the
jack and grid condenser. The
rotor plate terminal of the condenser is connected to the line
I

(Ceetleard on Pelf. 45)

Potentiometer. tube sockets, dials, etc.

AMSCO PRODUCTS INC., Dept Q.
Broome and Lafayette Streets. N. Y. City
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In performance they lead in
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BRACH

straight through

the locals, gets distance.
Brings In more stations -clearly and
with volume -in a given length of time
than any other set. Direct comparisons invited. Zenith receiving sets cast more, but
they Je more, -The exclusive choke of
MacMillan for bis North Polar Expedition.

Zenith Radio Corporation
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By E. T. Flewell i ng

OOSTER
was hoped that we might be able to work
this out in the face of well -known theories,
but results were not up to the standard.
With the tuning coil connected in the
manner shown in the September article.
but wound upon the same tubing with the
oscillator coils, no oscillator coupling coil
is needed as the tuning coil will then be
tightly coupled to the oscillator circuit.
With such a scheme it will be found that
the oscillator tuning will directly affect the
detector tuning and the outfit will function
as a superhet converter with only one dial.
The unfortunate part is that the tuning is
restricted and the volume is considerably
weakened. Those who like to experiment
might find this an extremely fertile field.
The converter then is considered as a
very satisfactory adjunct to one's present
receiver, but while excellent results have
been obtained with it in operation on a loop
antenna, there is room for improvement.
If the converter is used as a separate unit
there is a most excellent opportunity to add
an additional stage of intermediate ampli-

In Which I Sign a Letter

IN

THE October

issue of Radio Broadcast,

1rthur Lynch, the editor, devotes two valuable pages to an exchange of letters concerning
what he considers an unfavorable comment by Mr.
Flewelling on one of the circuits published in his
magazine.
These two pages are ended with a letter of
tery abject apology, with my name signed to it.
The fact of the matter is that I never wrote
that letter. ,1fr. Lynch wrote it and sent it to me,
asking mr to sign it. I declined to do so and sent
him a substitute letter which did not seem to sat-

so I sent him another. .1pparently, Mr.
Lynch does not like my style of letter writing, for,
without any permission from me, he went back to
his own letter and attached my signature to it.
In order to ease Mr. Lynch's conscience-if
you can call it that-and also to protect kin: from

isfy him,

any unpleasant legal consequences, I hereby sign
that letter and, so far as I am concerned, the incident is dosed.
HENRY M.NEELY.

IN THE September issue of Radio in the

Home my article on the Superhet
Converter described how to construct a
simple two-tube outfit for converting any
five-tube neutrodyne or radio -frequency receiver into a superheterodyne. It may be
remembered that I recommended the use of
a temporary panel in order to pave the way
for any improvements in the converter
that might be worked out. I believe that
the problem has been carried about to its
end and wish, therefore, to outline its present standing.
For superhet selectivity, ease of han-

dling only two controls, and decidedly advantageous operating characteristics, it is
recommended that the converter exactly'as
described in the September issue be considered a finished product. Test converters
have been operated under all kinds of conditions and we do not feel there is reason
for making any change whatever in the design as described.
My readers may remember that I spoke
of one dial control for the converter. It

Fig. I The photograph above. is a view looking
down on the Super -Booster, showing the placement of the apparatus.

To the left below is the usual schematic wiring
diagram. and to the right is a diagram of the output as used with the converter.

JI

JI

fication. Additional radio -frequency amplification is always welcome, especially so
now that we have low- priced tubes, if it
can be used without adding too much in the
way of controls.
The Super -Booster has been designed to
cover the need for greater radio -frequency
amplification, reception on a loop antenna,
to simplify present operation and secure
the utmost in distance reception.
If you have a good five -tube receiver,
you will secure excellent results with the
Booster, because it really will boost.
If your receiver is not as good as it
might be, then the Booster will be still more
valuable, because it will make your receiver
far more sensitive, selective and easy to
operate, than it is at present.
The converter operating from a loop
antenna brought in stations from all over
the country under good conditions, but the
Booster just about doubled the volume so
that we consider it well worth while.
Construction features are identical with
the converter, but the set uses one more
tube or stage of radio-frequency amplifica-
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WHEN you run into a flock of high -powered
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at the same time, can you pick your way
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leading radio manufacturers.
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tion and is mounted upon a 17x
18 -inch
panel.
This really
amounts to having an eight-tube
superheterodyne, and although
we are at a disadvantage in having an intermediate amplifier
operating at about 600 meters
instead of about 6000 meters, yet
the writer has seen a great many
standard superheterodvnes that
could not equal the Booster in
front of a good five -tube receiver. Incidentally this speaks
remarkably well for the present
commercial type of receiver.
Fig. 1, a photograph of the
Booster, shows the layout and
constructional details very
clearly. It should be again emphasized that the manner in
which the parts are laid out and
mounted is of extreme importance, and that the design is an
excellent one to follow if one
contemplates constructing a
superheterodyne of any type. It
will be noted that special jacks
are mounted upon the condensers to fit headphone cord
tips that constitute the terminals
of the various coils. This was
done in order to secure interchangeable plug-in type coils.
Plug -in coils of this type are
very highly recommended, but
if one lacks the mechanical
means to meet such construction
no harm will be done if the coils
are mounted in the relative positions as shown in the photo and
short, direct leads run for the
connections. The points to be
emphasized are simply the relative positions of the parts and
the short, direct connections.
If it is desired to build the
Booster exactly as shown, one
simply mounts headphone or
loud -speaker cord tips on the
cardboard tubing, so spaced that
they will enter small jacks that
are mounted directly upon the
condenser terminals.
The wiring diagram of the
Booster is shown in Fig. 2, and
while it might seem a bit complicated, it really is extremely
simple if the parts are laid out
as shown. Two dials and a filament switch are the only controls on the panel, because rheostats and potentiometers are not
used, as can be seen by inspection
of the wiring plan. Lack of
space, the simplicity of design
and the fact that the September
article gave details of construction, make it seem unnecessary
to show the construction of the
Booster in accordance with the
3XP -style of building. Our time
will be much better spent if we
consider the operating characteristics of the converter and
the Booster, and how it is connected to the receiver with which
it is to be used.
Fig. 3 shows how, by use of
a choke coil, we were able to
shunt the output of the converter
into the antenna input of the receiver and thus use but one wire
to connect the two outfits. This
method is very satisfactory and
may be followed in connecting
the Booster to its receiving set.

November,
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In such a case, of course, the
output would be taken from the

radio-frequency amplifier tube
instead of the detector tube and
Fig. 3 would read "amplifier
tube" instead of "detector tube."
The choke coil simply consists of
100 turns of wire, preferably
No. 30, wound single layer on a
three -inch tube.
The single wire carrying the
output to the receiving set is
broken by the insertion of the
small .00025 mf. fixed condenser
in order to avoid the danger of
placing the "B" battery voltage
on the filament circuit of the re-

ceiver.
In the layout of the Booster
we are showing the output with
two wires to the receiver. so as
to save the use of the choke coils
and to secure the maximum
transfer of energy. Connection is made from the two
"output" binding posts, as shown
in Fig 2, to a coil coupled to the
first coil in the receiver. This
coupling should be very close
and can be secured by winding
No. 22 or No. 24 DCC wire directly upon the first coil of the
five -tube receiver or upon a tube
that will fit inside of the first
coil. The winding will be of approximately 20 turns (I say approximately because I shall refer
to this point later in this article
under the heading of regenera-

tion).

The values of the coils and
condensers, as shown in Fig. 2,
are given as follows:
C1 -.0005 mf. variable
C2- .00025 mf. grid con-

denser

C3- .00025

mf. variable

CA- .00025 mf. fixed
C5-.0005 mf. semivariable
Condenser C4 is used to
broaden out the oscillator tuning
so that the two dials will read
more closely alike. All coils except L8 are wound on 3-inch
tubing with No. 24 DCC and all
are wound in the same direction.
L1

-10 turns

L2-50 turns
L3-10 turns
L4-16 turns

L5-16 turns
L6-25 turns
L7-55 turns
L8-20 turns

All of the coils are spaced
about 1/2 inch apart except LI
and 2 and I.6 and 7. The greater
the distance between L1 -L2 the
greater the selectivity, minimum
distance 1/2 inch, as noted under

"regeneration" below. L6 -L7
are closely coupled.
It will be remembered that

the dials on the five -tube receiver are all adjusted for best
reception at about 600 meters
which is the intermediate frequency at which the Booster is
to operate. This means that our
R. F. amplifier tube must be
tuned to match the receiver, and
this is done by the semifixed
condenser C5. Once this condenser is set for best reception
it need not be touched again,
and for this reason the more
compact type of semivariable
condenser is specified. There
are several such condensers on
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the market such as the XL, the
Turn -it, etc.
Inasmuch as I feel that the
directions f o r building the
Booster are very easily understood and because I believe the
Booster to be a very valuable
addition to one's present receiver
I am rather anxious to have my
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readers thoroughly understand
just how the subject of regeneration enters into the case rather
than to take more time on constructional details.
In exactly the same manner as
it affects all receiving sets, regeneration will affect the
Booster. Use regeneration to
the utmost and you secure maximum results; neglect it and you
secure practically nothing. It is
unfortunate that regenerative ef-

fects vary as the frequency is increased or the wave length shortened. This action forces us to
choose a happy medium if we
are to reduce our controls to a
practical point. It is, however,
one of the strongest reasons for
the use of the Booster because
we operate most of our apparatus at one frequency and need
not change as we tune in various
waves. The varying effect does,
however, influence the Booster
detector because it must meet
the requirement of tuning over
the broadcasting band of 220 to
535 meters. With our detector
circuit then, we must try to secure the happy medium.
Regeneration leads to oscillation or squeals. Increase the resistance of the input circuit LlL2-C1 by using a high resistance
antenna and the effect is to reduce the tendency to oscillate.
weaken the regenerative effect
and broaden the tuning. Reduce
the resistance of the antenna
and the tuning circuit and the
reverse is true.
Substituting a loop for the
coils L1 -L2 means as a rule much
less resistance in the grid circuit this means greater tendency toward oscillation because
regeneration has not so much resistance to overcome. Regeneration in the Booster is affected by
the plate coil L6 of the detector
tube. We specified 25 turns for
this coil because that seemed
best to suit our loops and antenna, 35 turns was better over
325 meters, but the receiver
oscillated badly under this wave.
The coil L6 should, therefore,
be wound with the idea of using
more or less turns in proportion
as one may wish to secure the
maximum. It is quite often
thought that loop tunes broadly,
but this is not really the case
inasmuch as the broadness will
be overcome in proportion as regeneration is used. Increase the
turns of coil L6 and you can
easily sharpen the loop -tuning to
the point of oscillation. The
same line of thought applies to
the output coil L8, although
this coil has only to meet the requirements of one frequency
i.'e. the intermediate frequency
-and is not critical, the object
;

-
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turns as possible without causing oscillation.
The antenna is coupled more
closely to the receiver as the
number of turns in L1 is increased or the coil is brought
closer to L2. This means that
this coil will affect the sharpness of tuning and affects the
number of turns used in L6. It
may be necessary in cases of
severe interference to reduce
the number of turns in L1 to 3
or 4, and if this causes oscillation, to reduce L6 a few turns
to stop it.
The above remarks. while
made with particular reference
to the Booster, also apply to the
design of a standard superheterodyne. They are really the unIs to use as many
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derlying reasons for the trouble
experienced by the amateur in
building a superheterodyne.
It is the writer's humble opinion that we should pay far more
attention to the study of regeneration, its causes and effects,
because it is undoubtedly the
controlling influence in all present -day radio reception the
heterodyne principle being the
one outstanding exception. I
have emphasized this matter of
regeneration because I wish you
to have success with the Booster,
and I know that in this case at
least, success is very dependent
upon its proper use.
If, when the Booster is put
into operation, one experiences
trouble, it is comparatively easy
to locate the cause if one is familiar with the effect. The two
dials are turned, as in tuning,
so as to have about the same
readings; they will not match
exactly but will run fairly close.
If, when they are run as described, short snappy whistles
result as they are tuned, one can
be sure that the detector-tube is
oscillating. It is assumed that
the Booster is operating on the
loop or antenna that one intends
to use and if so the remedy for
the troublesome oscillation will
be the removal of a few turns
from the coil L6. It is recommended that 2 or 3 turns only be
removed at a time.
If turning the dials or starting the set with the dials approximately together produces a
continuous whistle, the indication is that the coupling coil L8
has too many turns and the

111.

same procedure may be followed. In the opposite case of
clear reception with insufficient
volume the number of turns on
these coils may be increased.
If the condenser C1 tunes
broadly, coil LI may be reduced
as described above or L6 may be
increased.
In tuning for the first time
one should be cautioned to use
patience and care in tuning the
dials because C3 will tune so
sharply that the stations come
in or go out within a fraction of
a division.
Once a few stations are logged the rest will be easy.
As a gauge upon the Booster

?be?
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Accurate and when it is operating correctly
stay accurate- the following is given. The
Booster when operating from a
loop with a good five -tube set
will give loud speaker volume
approximating that of the receiver operating alone on an ordinary open antenna.
This
means 500 to 1000 mile loud
speaker loop operation as a matter of course.
The regular ground connection as used at present may be
left on the five -tube set or removed for greater directional effect when using the loop. The
ground connection is, however,

preferably kept as at present
unless the set is operated close
to a broadcasting station.
Greater selectivity is obtained
without the ground connection.
Stations should be completely in
or out within one division of the
oscillator dial and two to three
divisions on the tuning dial,
while it should be easy to separate completely stations 2 to 4
meters apart depending among
other things upon what part of
the broadcasting band they are
operating in.

Why
Sangamo Condensers;
have sealed edges
EVERYBODY who is up to date on ndto
knows that "Sangamo Mica Condenecn are
solidly mokkd in hakchte.- Front, back, and
sides -all enclosed In one sold jacket of smooth
brown hakehtr. Why such a radial change from
method of manufactunnit fixed conthe
densers? Simply thu. Exposed edits permit
moisture to creep in
It has been proved In officul testing lahorator
ses that a condenser. though accurate when made.
may increase its equivalent ernes resistaiwr
twenty times over in a few weeks, because It u
injured by moisture, absorbed through the edges,
from hun duty or salt air. Then it no longer acts
u a condenser, but as a resistance unit, n using distortion daises that are often mistaken for static.
TI-e edges(' the Sangamo are staled tight per.
mancntly. A doubting Thomas boded o'. for so
Mugs m water. tined it off and then tested the
calaoty There was no change! You do not have

tail

to Irok for water to
plunge your condensers a to. Moisture Y In
the a:r all the time

condenser

causing

troub'e that

sash

fine

rreept1on.

Isar upon

STATEMENT tir THE OWNERSHIP. MAN
AGEMENT. CIRCULATION. ETC.
Required by the Act of Congre..
of August 24. 1112
of

RADIO IN THE HOME
Published

At

k/Rf
K jtf,L

.90

Sansone, WI a "manures awl

teen the mees..r a.c'

,m,.7

Flewelling Indorses B -T Sockets

Thin noted radio authority writes;
The standard tube rockets of your manufacture
have pet Stet the approval of my laboratory staff
that we have decided to use them practically eiclusively.
In your side contact tylw of wicket. contact be
always solid and reliable and it ono this feature
combined with the other very apparent advantage.
of the wocket that 'sae responsible for the above

declun.

The may Seehet then is eo..fly .tiei.wt ttritA both
nosy lies. era eh. weer UI tabs either large or seaman.
Sea! for Circular.

"Better Tuning," give. the facts. Send

10 cent..

BREMER -TULLY MFG. CO.

State of Petn.ylvaela
County of Philadelphia
Before me. a Notary Public in and for the
Slate and county aforesaid, personally preared (teem W. Kraft who. having been
duty sworn areordlag to law. deposes and Mys
that be is the S.cretaryTreaurer of tbe
Radio in the Home. and that the following
is. to the best of his knowledge and belief.
true statement of the o ner.hip. management find If a dally paper. the circulation),
etc of the foresaM publication for the date
.haw. la the .wee caption. required by th.
Act of August 24. 1112. embodied In Section
411. Postal taws and Regulations. printed ou
the reverse of this form. to wlt7
I. That the urne. and addresses of the
Publisher. editor. managing editor and bu.lneu manager. are,
Publisher. Henry M. Neely Puhll.hing Co..
COI Cheetnet St_ Philae. Pa.
Editor. Henry M. Neely. Oelanro. N. J.
Magasins Editor. none.
Badness Managers. George W. Kraft. ION
Larchwood Ave.. Phila.. Pa.. Henry M.

í1.2S
.

.

The Climax of Our Achievements
Since the beginning of broadcasting. B -T apparatus and
circuits have set new standards of efficiency. The first three -circuit
tuner, the first vernier condenser, the "nameless" -all B -T triumphs.
The B -T "Counterphase-Six"
Three stages of radio-frequency--only two tuning dials- sharp,
.elective, sensitive- requires only short indoor aerial for distance
reception -the "Counterphaae -Six" is truly the climax of our
achievements.
Either complete set or kits for the home builder. See your
dealer.
fend for ll uatrstad Clre.fes

532 S. Canal St

Par October I, Idld

Now Ready
Sansamo ByPass
Condensers
1

M..tab

IWe1N1a. Penswiraals

P
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Chisago,

111.

.

trnaetmi

1wl.n tope, cent ofeeeei.,l...poc.ry. rh.7
Aae aa-ieet -aid rrAt ant snot.
Dea'ers lave them or can gun:klyproa:re them.

Sangamo Electric Company

SpriwsóW.IIU.sü
RADIO DIVISION. SO Chad' Heart, N...Y.,*
tarn

SALES OAN75-ratNCVAL MISS
Eons. C.. efCrete. t.L.Tseem.
Fee C....J.
Ito Ewer.- bomb Smarm Co. Fàarn. Sad. kedvn. lea
Ens
Eageengeu Co .Owl.. hew*
Fm

-f.nre

Neely. llelamo. N. J.
a.
That the owner 1. Of owned by
car!oration.
name and addree. must he elated

h -Anti

It

lee Immediately thereunder the names
red ddr.a.ee ar etorkholderi owning or holding on@ per rent or more of total amount of
at«k.
If sol owned by
corporation. the
nm.a
addressee of the Individual owners
muni be given. If owned by
firm. comma%
or mbar unincorporated concern. Its name and
address,
well as those of each individual
and

M
i.
member, must

be

tem..)

Henry M. Neely Pubu.blas Co.. get Chestnut
St.. Phila.. Pa.
Henry M. Neely. Delano. N. J.
John C. Martin. Wyncote. Pi.
George W. Kraft.
400E
Iarchwo.4 Ave..
Phila.. Pa.
Norman Neely. 1123 N. Whington Square.

Phila.. Pa.
3.
That the known bondholders. mortgages
other security holders owning or holdleg
per cant or mon of total amount of tonds.

e nd
1

mortgages or other
are none. so state.)

Tone Clarity

ity holders who

RADIALL COMPANY
T.Cab

LtG"IVKOJjQi

I

TYPE

Cardwell Low -Loss condensers afford

ail the desirable characteristics of straight-line tuning.
Rugged. well -built and efficient, they will never be excelled.
Write today for Booklet 7I -B. which tells of these and other
Cardwell product.. In it is described the Equitrol dial which
All good
makes any standard condenser straight -line.

dealer. carry Cardwellx.
THE ALLEN D. CARDWELL MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
dl Prospect street, Brooklyn. N. T.

do not appear upon the books

as trustees. hold dock red
seeuritle. In
capacity other than that of
Dena Ade owner: and this tillant has no reason
ray other person, emaciation..
lo believe that
or corporation ha. any Interest. direct or
Indirect. In the maid nark. bonds. or other
asssrlttee than as so elated M him.
GEORGE W. KRAFT.
ttecrelaq-Treaaurer.
/worn tu end sul..rrlbed Mfore me lhle 23d

of the company

Write fee free bosh -ups

1

there

tl

f 1.10.

.y p

(If

4.
That the two paragraphs next above.
giving the names of the owners. stockholders
aid security holder( If any. contain net enb
the Sot of stockbolder and security holders
ae they appear upon the look. of the esseram.. bot also. In rases where the stockholder
or security holder appears upon the books of
the company a. trustee or in any other Adoritry relation. the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee I. acting. Is
glv.n; also that the weld two paragraphe con .talemee embracing faanl'r full knowledge and belief as to the circumstance. and
condition. under which .tockboldere m d secur-

pull the switch and note the
clarity and richness of tone any
Amperlte-eoulpped set gives you.
Amperlte Is the automatic rheostat which does away with hand
rheostats and filament meters. No
guessing. No uoertalnty as to
correct tube current. Tubes last
longer. Makes any novice muter operator. Insist upon AmperKr when you buy or build. Price

fr
W UJ
Jltl `SELF-A *

are;

None.

Beyond Expectation
Jun

Dept.=. E. -tf.M rr.okUo

..nurtu

day of Sepeember, 112g.
(Seal) CHARLES E. JOHNSTON.
(My rommluton capire. Jammer 7. 11:T i
.

CARDWELL
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Build the phenomenal new type
radio with this amazing kit
Ever yon

mazinge
short

ants

tint. from

o

thl

of these r.voluonary
n
receivers that are
You may build your own la
laingly
remarkable kit. Free boob that tell. bon
.

r,. tn. Ergo
Ctrrlout F ivr
Factory Belt
X /t

-a

you

Per ei ve it.
Reedy - r u L
Itrrtbir,
I-

Ìeod

derlean

and chart,
yon
obie
,n
'vi

en-

to
an

ent -o.

HERE is an easy way to have the
new radio that is astonishing radio
fans everywhere. You make a big
saving and have the fun of building
your own set besides.
The amazing new inductance principle found in these kits belongs to
Erla alone. No other set, regardless
of price, can offer it to you.
It is
based on a different kind of coil -the
Erla Balloon Circloid. Four striking advantages result:
1.

Greats Distance. Circloids have

external field to affect
adjacent coils or wiring circuits.
This makes possible higher amplification in each stage, with increased sensitivity and greater range.
2. More Volume.
Higher r. f. amplification enables Circloids to bring
in distant stations scarcely audible in
ordinary sets with volume enough to
fill an auditorium.
DEALERS- Eclurire franchisee are vallno measurable

able to

high-claws dealer.

In

localities , .till

Write or wire Immeillalely.
Trade Mark Register,.
open.

I

d Selectivity. Circloids
have absolutely no pick -up qualities
of their own. Only signals flowing in
the antenna circuits are built up.
4. Finer Ton. Quality.
The self nrloed held polttvely prevent. tray
3.

feed-backs between coil. Hence no blur.
ring or distortion Tone are crystal clear.

Writ. for free information

on

kit

also book

-

See how a few

minutes of fun will give you
the newest and most phenomenal set known

to radio .clene..

Exrnine it at any Erla

dealer. o end the coupon for full information. r illustrations nd diagrams contined in the remarkable book, "CIrclold

Hooup."
F

?Gee

Cottage Grove Ave..

Dept. 20E. Chicago, C.
Rend me the new t.00k

Y.

Address

.. .County

THE Signal Spiral Cam Con-

Other Important Fat.res
The Signal Spiral Cam Condenser
operates with velvety smoothness and
with a complete elimination of back
lash, permitting easy and accurate
tuning. It is compact, being no larger
than the old semicircular type. It is
die-cast throughout, insuring absolute
uniformity. It is designed for either
single or three hole mounting. and air core transformers can in turn be
mounted directly on the condenser.
Built in three sizes with unusually low

a

Mea..inoe Michiga

i. Al

Petl..ipst Clime

25
150
100

Apple fritter, 23

200

Breakfast
Berries, cup
Slice toast
Coffee, cream and sugar

I

Lunch
Stew,

3 -6

cup

150
50
100

Turnips, !y cup
4

Baked apple

Dinner
Roast beef, 5x2x% in
Potato, medium
Spinach, 1 cup

200

Peaches, 1%

Prunes,
Egg

3

and syrup

contains about 1400 to 1500
calories a day and, if selected
properly, will not cause much
discomfort or annoyance.
Menus-1400 Calories Per Day
Breakfast
Calories

Coffee, no sugar, no cream

100
40
50

200
100
100
100
100
100
0

100
100
100

200
40
200
100

250
50
100
100
100
100
60
100
50

200
100
50
100
100
200
50

100
100
100
0

150
100
100

Coffee, cream and sugar

Lunch

Corned beef, 441 in.
Cabbage, 2 cups
Crackers, 3

vegetables.
Dinner
Steak, 4x3x% in.
2. Foods Permitted O n l y
Half potato
Sparingly -Rich soups, fried
Tomato and lettuce
foods, pork, veal, stews, hashes,
Bread, slice
potted meats, liver, duck, goose,
Butter, 1xlxtq in.
sausage, crabs, lobster, preJelly, tablespoonful
served fish, salmon, blue fish, Breakfast
herring; hominy, oatmeal, rice,
Banana
puddings, sardines, beets, macaChop
roni and spaghetti, turnips, carToast, slice
rots, parsnips, sweet potatoes, Lunch
Cream cheese, 2:1x%
potatoes, hot bread or cakes,
Crackers, 3
nuts, candy, pies, pastry.
Iced tea, sugar; cup
3. The average adult in a Dinner
sedentary occupation needs from
Lamb, 6:5x'4 in.
Potato
2300 to 2800 calories a day. A
PetatucY,
good reducing diet is one that
head

Orange
Egg
Slice toast

100
100
100

Breakfast

(C.ii.ed From rag. no
cherries. Liberal portions of
salads without oil or butter
dressings.
Green and leafy

denser is the only condenser
on the market equipped with
this unique and highly efficient
control. The distinct advantage
of its construction is best illustrated by the chart reproduced above.
Note the even distribution of stations over the complete 360' of
the dial as compared to typical condensers of other types. It's all
in the cam!

ar.red..

200
100

Cake, 5x5:2 in.

Rules for Reducing
Obesity

SIGNAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

Hash, 2 tablespoonsful
Onions, 3
Radishes, 6
Bread, 1% slice
Butter, lxlx4G in.

Glenn:
Why don't you,
Asparagus, 10 stalks
Mother. Just as we used to
Biscuits, 2
Butter, lxlxt4 in.
years ago. Now, you sit right at
Peas, % cup
the melodeon -just like that.
That's right, and I'll stand here Breakfast
-with my hand on your shoulglass orange juice
Poached egg
der -the way we sang so many
Dry toast, slice
times. Now you play. What do
Coffee, no sugar, no cream
you want to sing most, Mother? Lunch
Rose: This (organ begins
Lamb chop
"When You and I Were Young,
Potato, medium
Apple
Maggie. ") Rose starts singing.
Dinner
Father joins in. Sing several
Rice and tomato, S4 cup
phrases together. Rose's voice
Spinach, cup
breaks and with sob she cries
Bread, 2 slices
I can't go on John
Butter, lxlxt4 in.
Glenn tries to carry melody
Pie, average slice
along for a bar or two, throat Breakfast
tightens as he says with rising
Pear
inflection
Dry toast, slice
Boiled egg
There, Mother, that's all right.
Coffee, cream and sugar
That's all right, Mother.
Lunch
Orchestra
Sardines. 4
Plays theme on "Long, Long,
Tomato and cucumber, sliced
Ago" through closing anBread, slice
nouncement.
Milk chocolate, 2 squares
Closing Announcement (Mc- Dinner
2x3 in.
Namee): Just to let you know Steak,
Potato
that the Eveready Hour of old String beans, cup
time songs as presented by the
Bread, slice
National Carbon Company, has
Butter, 1x1x% in.
come to a close.

minimum capacities in all sizes giving
high Tuning ratio. One price for any capacity - .00035, .00025,
.0006-$4.00. See the Signal Spiral Cam Condenser at your dealers.
Signal Bracket Type Loop Aerial-Cuts out that extra piece of
apparatus as it attaches right onto the end of your radio cabinet.
The ideal loop for close quarters. See one at your dealers or write
us for detailed literature.

Dinner

-

Same

This Chart Tells
the Success Story
of the Signal
Spiral Cam
Condenser

Dept. I I K,

believe.

100
50
100

Potato, small
Roll

!

A.

eplaion,,

Clrclold principle and hookup..

City

Baked beans, % cup

(t'.atinaed From Page IS)

-

:lectrlt-.l Research Laboratorle.

1925

Lunch

female voices: Good- night, Mrs.
Bishop. Good- night.
(Echo of sleigh bells and
crowd in distance singing
"Good- Night, Ladies. ")
Rose: Wasn't it real nice of
them to come over, John? I believe you knew about it all the
time. Didn't you, now?
And here we are, alone again
-just you and me, John, until
Bill comes back. I'm so glad he
came with his friends. They're
fine folks and they're to be with
us for a few days. Oh, I'm so
happy, John. I could sing myself,
I

$4?So

Price,

November,

The Eveready Hour

Bread, slice
Butter, 1x1x',. in.
Apple sauce, l,. cup

200
100
100

200
50
76
100
100
100
100
100
100

in.

100
100
100

200
100
100
25
100
100
160

4. Cold baths. besides improving
the skin and aiding the circulation,
aid acceleration of lose of fat.
5. Exercise such as you will obtain
in the gymnasium at the Y. M. C. A.
or in the radio class from Station

WLW.

November,
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Every Radio Fan
should have this
book
c.c.s.
RADIO

100,000 SOLD
514 PAGES

HANDBOOK

UF-. A RADIO ex-pert-It's easy for the 100100
1J who own this compact. complete Radon Hand
Written In rood, plain, understandable
book.
language. Crammed full of facts. every one useful and important. Eapiains how receivers and
transmitters work, how to build and operate
Whatever you or your friends want to
tbem.
know, It's berm. win sago you tune times its
small cast.

THIS ALL ABOUT: Electrical tern.
ad circuit., .at..saa, batteries, generatars and water., electrum $vacuum)
tubes, must receiving heeli -.p.,
sag
audio Ir.q.a.ey amplification. br.edraat
u1 commercial transmitters and nedvIng. ..pee- ngoer.t l... togas, livens.
mks. Many other featww.

r..

Is

Nahang ehe
it. Make this estrnrdinary book
one little Ant is all
roar 9.169 l n.,y -i.nt
roll nod. Everything in ow ;Wei, mailer one coeur.
n one book, for oar dota.
Just nail Ike co..pon with a dollar hill and your
mane and ridreo. and thin $14 page I. C. S. Radio
Haadbaok sill be val to you by return nail. Noie

ti.

I

tic

other good books listed holy, at low priera.
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DID YOU MISS ThESE ?

The September Issue of RADIO
IN THE HOME contained coinnlete final Improvements of the
I:rinses four -tube Inverse Duplex
und the Harknes three -tube Coen terfiex dreulta
Here are two "hook -ups" no radio
fan can afford to miss.
Send IS cents for copy (stamp.
w

Ill do).

Circulation Department

RADIO IN THE HOME
Ludwig au.diag.
PkUL4l.kka, Pa.

Public

A

(C.tls..d Trees Page SS)
running from the jack to the
pick-up coil.
The rotor plate terminal of
the oscillator tuning condenser
is connected to the "G" terminal
of the oscillator tube socket, and
then continue this line to the
"G" terminal of the oscillator
coupler. This connection is very
important to avoid objectionable
hand- capacity effects. Contrary
to cónventional practice in other
circuits, the rotor plate terminal
of the condenser used for tuning
the oscillator should be connected to the "grid." The sta-

FIR. EkJ

1926 (italo

of

Ft ADro
BARGAINS
Save /3/01/2

1s

Largest Ex-

The World's

exclusive Radio Mail Order House Will
Send You This Wonderful Book FREE
64

tionary plate terminal is connected on one side of the .006
condensers and then to "P" terminal of the oscillator tube and
then to the "P" terminal of the
oscillator coupler.
A special six -pole, triplethrow switch is shown in the
diagram controlling the audioamplifiers, and is mentioned in
the list of parts. There are three
positions for the switch knob.
When in the upright position the
tubes are not lighted and the set
is not in operation. Throwing
the knob pointer into one horizontal position lights all the
tubes and connects the speaker
jack to the output of the last
tube. In the other horizontal
position, however, the filament
of the last tube is turned out
and the speaker jack is connected
to the output of the first stage
of audio-frequency amplification.
This will be found convenient
when listening to nearby stations.
Directions for connecting the
second and third spring of this
jack have been given above. The
first spring is connected to the
filament terminal of the last

You must have our cat.
log no matter what act
or kit you want. Our line
Is complete and includes
all popilar sets, such as

illustrated pages con-

taining thousands of bargains in radio sets. semifinished sets and radio kits
of all styles. sizes and approved circuits. Beautiful
models of the very latest
designs and types. Elaborate console models with

loud

S.perhtr.dy, N.utredy.., Uttrady.,

Frequency. Browning

pakrs builtof

walnut. ALL SETS GUARANTEED. Coast to coast
receiving range. Catal ^Ir ale
contains everything in radio
strophe.. Including batteries.
trans-

formers. condenser.. rheostats
and any other pans you may
want for improving your M or
building new one. Goerow
toed swig te yes of

OUR
GUARANTEE

tr.....ab rar. taw

annl finished seta come
pan mounted impanel
and baaebwardseedy Iorwntng.
Do not lad to send for our catalog Remember. we are thelart-

Our

with al.

DON'T BUY AN11rt1NC
IN RADIO UNTIL YOU

M excitant radio

mail order
dealen in the world and awry
the best of everything in radio.

GET OUR BIG MONEY

Every article ex-

ctly as

repre-

tented.

Every

SAYING CATALOG_

article is tested
before shipping.

RANDOLPH RADIO

factin
money cheer-

CORPORATION

r

Complete satts-

Tba

targat tsebsl..

Ratte

ad.nke Owe. V tbeNrit.

fully refunded.

-

Drake. Reflex and all other
latest circuits. Kits, sets
and parts manufactured
by all well known manufacturers such as Frost.
Notyard, Baldwin, Seasdos, wester. Electric,
Columbia and others.

genuine lnahogane and

Nargue lad speakers.

Rohs-

arts. R.s...rative, Radio

right into cabi.ats

-

tube. The fourth spring is connected to the "P" terminal of
the second audio-transformer.
The fifth spring is connected to
the plate of the first audio-amplifier tube socket. The sixth
spring of the switch jack is connected to the plate of the last
audio-amplifier tube and also to
the top spring of the speaker
jack.
The "pink" terminal of the
cable connector is connected to
the bottom spring of the speaker
jack and also to the "B" terminal
Of the second audio-frequency
transformer. The "F" terminals
of both audio-transformers are
connected together and then
soldered (underneath the sub panel) to the negative terminal
of the "C" battery. The positive
terminal of the "C" battery is
connected to the negative filament i n e. Fastening t h e
"yellow" terminal of the cable
connector to the positive filament
lead completes the wiring.
Follow the color code as mentioned and fasten the leads of
the battery cable to terminals
of the "A" and "B" batteries.
Connect the cable and try one
tube in each socket to make cer-

45
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Our Catalog
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.sod .word Iwferrwatlew
and facts ahead we free
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ACMEWIRE RADIO PRODUCTS
,..
.-

6

The Original Celatsite Wire
l'elatstte in a timed topper bus bar wire with a non(n/lawweble Invaghettl' Inaulatlon In five colon. Supplied
in 20 -Inch lengths.

Flexible Varnished "Spaghetti"
perfect insulation tube for all danger points In set
Costs little mote and Is worth a lot more than the
cheaper substitutes offered. Bloch. yellow. red. green, brown
for wires Now IS to IS 7g -Itch length..
A

wlrtng.

;

;

Celatsite Battery Cable

I

For connecting A and B Batteries (or current sup ply) to radio set. Bilk
braid wearing S Assails CaM2 Ito wises:,
feet long
dlffent Dolor tor each
terminal.
Prevents messy wiring and
"blown" tubes. Adds greatly to the aptearanlr or your act.

.

-

--

Stranded Enron.eled Antenna

The beat outdoor antenna you can put up.
strands of enameled copper wire: maximum
surface for reception.
Enameling prevents

'

7

.

(orrodon

eft

1.0 or

and consequent weak
foot calla. boxed.

elgnaln.

200

ton,

Loop Antenna Wire

You can make

(food loop with Acme wire made
pink covered.

of SS strands of One copper stn. green
Flexible non -atrelrb Ing neat.
;

;

Flexible Celatsite

ACME

Flexible stranded wire for "polat- to-polatw sad
sub -panel wiring latest method of wiring Data,
colon: black, yellow. green. red and brown. one for
each circuit. 2S -foot exile.
Semi ter t.ldo

i

1

a

THE ACME WIRE CO.
ode.

/y
&.

R

r

New Hams, Cora.

1

tw.

=

I

.

-

kw

:_.

Ake ..lases
two osamalsi masse' w1r sad ..1I
tadkag
Traadavm.n. Battery Cbangsm and '1" Slattery Ellmirtra.

f..

Aarle

tJ

,Vufentber, 192:;
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tain that no mistakes have been
made in the wiring. When you
are sure that everythiing is O. K.
light all the tubes and plug in
the loop and loud -speaker. The
potentiometer arm should be
turned about three -quarters of
the way toward the negative
side.
Start tuning by turning the
oscillator condenser slowly, one
degree at a time. For each setting of this dial, turn the first
Affording a plug and socket connection between the dial at the left, which
controls
Multi
radio set and all outside connections, Jones
F'lug is as essential to the radio as a cord and the loop or antenna, slowly, in
socket to the electric iron.

For safety and conveni-

ence leading set manufacturers have adopted this
item as standard equipment. You, too, need a
Multi -Plug for the set you are building or the set
you now have. See your dealer or write direct for

descriptive folder B.
TYPE BM -For Set Building
TYPE BP- Adaptable to Any Set

HOWARD B. JONES
614 -18

MUL

S.

54.50
5.00

radio store

for yourself what low prices can be made
it sold without the uual
.. Radio profits...

A

Complete Radio Manual

This new 51 page Radio Ctalogue shows
everything in part., batterie. cbinet., ron
tains list of sttions. a radio log for .ecord
mg stations. It shows the best of the new
*eta. One tube arts that (eve martng reults
single dol to turn.
Five tube set. with

Boned In this magazine and send
It to you at Its Regular Price plue
only Parcel Postage and Insurance.

ARE YOU ACQUAINTED

WITH THIS SERVICE?

it la conducted In co -operation with Radio In the Home.
and la for the convenience of
Its reader'.
It is more than Just a place
to buy parta. Hundreds of my
customer', look to me to save
them money and time. I sell
tarts for only those hookups
that I HAVE TESTED and
know to be good, and every
Instrument

Think of tuning in one station after another
by turning a single Mgt!
Every price quoted means a big saving to
you. Everything offered is tested by nur own
Radio Experts: in fact. the best espert compiled this Ctalogue for you.
Write for this free 52 Pate Book. It i.
your. Free.
Our MI Year Old Polley
For S3 years we have sold only quality merchandise under a Golden Rule Policy. You
an rely absolutely upon the quality of every
thing shown in this Radin Catalogue.

Wolfe Io the bowie esrest you Ise your tree copy of Ward's mew
Radio Catalogue. Address Dept.! R

MontgómexyWard &Co.
The Oldest Mail Order House is Today the Most Progressive
Baltimore Chicago Kansas City St. Paul Portland, Ore. Oakland. Calif. Ft.Worth

former is a radical departure
from the conventional design of
audio-frequency transformer. It
delivers volume that seems out
of all proportion to its exceptional small size. One stage of
amplification will be found sufficient for local and all nearby
stations. For this reason it is
desirable to use this Yaxley No.
69 switch so that the speaker
may conveniently be switched
from the second to the first stage
of audio -amplification.
Sharpness of tuning depends
to a large degree upon the selection of the proper type of tuning condensers.
The Amsco
Allocating condenser (straightline frequency) does just what
its name implies, i. e., allocates
or spreads the stations evenly
around the dial.

I

send

you bean

my personal guarantee of im-

mediate
fective.

If

replacement

de-

BE SURE of getting the

exact parta that were
used at 3XP for the
VICTOREEN SUPER

fairly distant station

necessary.
The varying of the detector
voltage is sometimes advisable
should a hissing sound be produced when the potentiometer is
turned to the negative, or full
"on" position. This usually is
found to be somewhere between
30 and 45 volts.
The total list price of the apparatus, panels, cabinets and
everything else shown in the
completed receiver is less than
$90.00. By using the baseboard
method of construction and a
less expensive cabinet, the total
cost should be about $75.00.
No matter how good the set
is ahead of the detector tube. it
is essential that the highest grade audio-transformers be
used if we are to expect faithful
reproduction of speech or music.
In construction the Melo-

This
Catalogue represents
the world's greatest

See

a

I

by ordering them front me. Perhaps you already have some of
the parts and the following list Is
printed for your convenience.
Check up what you need and It
will be on its way to you the
aame day order Is received.
VICTOREEN Input
Transformer No. 170.
VICTOREEN R. F.
I

177.60

Transformer. No. 175.
VICTOREEN Oscillator

I

No.
2
2
I

1

150

0005

AMSCO 5. L. F.
Condensers
MARCO Vernier Dials
BENJAMIN Sockets
Grid
.00025
SANGAMO

2

5

be

Radio Catalogue
Is Yours Free

on Radio when tt

After

24 -Hoar Shopping Service

Ruh. is tie Hua.
will buy any apparatus men.

Far Readers of

tion no further adjustment will

Ward's New

approved.

est.

CHICAGO, ILL. has been tuned in, the changing
CANAL ST.
around of tubes may result in
better reception. Certain characteristics of tubes make some
better amplifiers than detectors
and vice versa. On extreme long distance signals. a careful adjustment of the rheostat on the
intermediate amplifiers should
be made. Roughly speaking this
should be about three -quarters
of the way to the full "on" position. Once this rheostat has been
adjusted on a fairly distant sta-

THE STAND

Where you buy Radio is equally as
important as the set you buy.
Send to Radio Headquarters for the
most complete Catalogue of the season.
See for yourself what is new in Radio
and what has been actually tested and

either direction. At some point
you will hear a station operating, should any be on the air.
Now carefully rotate the oscillator dial until you are right in
the middle of the wave, at which
point the signal will be strong-

will buy for you!

/Fr..

...
Condensers ..
Fixed
SANGAMO
.006
Condensar
SANGAMO I. Mid By pass

Condensar

EVEREADY

I

I

I

I

I

2
I

I

a5

Volt

Panel

Base

Me`. Grid lake
JONES Multi Plug Cable
BENJAMIN
Panel
Pale
Brackets
-A AMPERITES
5
No.
20 Pieces Soft Tinned Buss
DAVEN

1.00

t

454

switch No. 69
YAXLEY Single Circuit
Jack
YAXLEY Double Circuit
Jack
Audio
MELOFORMER
Transformers
RADION
7"x24-'
Black
Front Panel
7 "x23"
Black
RADION

2

5.00
1.00

-C.. Battery
YAXLEY 400 Ohm Po....
tetntloraeter
YAXLEY 6 Ohm Rheostat
YAXLEY 6 Pole Jack

I

1.50

2

I

.25
.40

1.75
1

.35

1.65
.5o
.50

6.00
3.00
3.00
1.00
4.50

I

1

.70
5.50

.50
Above parts are Identical with
t 3XP. and their use
those used
a.urea you the earns cuecen. Write
Bar

me
t

\V

for further Information regarding
het before berms.

The Best 5 -Tube Set in
the World Is the

QUADRAFORMER
one built at 3XP brought in Paci-

Coast Stations on several
It bas P)WEK
very wondertP.LF.CTIVITY and
ful
I
have two kit complete In every
detall of Panel, Hasebo. rd. Wire.
fic

..cutive evenings.

tu.

w et.'
THE STANDARD QUADRAFORMER KIT

THE "DE LUXE" QUADRAFORMEL RIT

$4 0.5.

0

f.0

r"

VJ

SEAGULL TUBES
were Indorsed by 7XP Laboratory In
ix-tuber.
They are very fine tube..
eptelally un distant stations. where
have 112.50 ea.
quietness counts.
them In stork
"Disease', Makes No Dlrereaee"
1

E. M. CLARKE
1523 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
This

Your

Seal

Protection

Be Prepared to Tune in European Stations During the
Trans -Atlantic Test Period This Coming Season

Use a

VICTOREEN

Superheterodyne Kit
Containing "Tuned" R. F. Transformers of Air Core Construction

$331.50

Kit of 5 Coils

r

1

Parts

Additional
Required to Build a Victor e e n Superheterodyne:

"-

3- "Victoreen"
1-"Victoreen"

82-

No. 175 Input
Transformer.
1- "Victoreen" No. 150 Oscillator Coil.

Should use of Aerial be preferred to Loop, the "Victoreen" No. 160 Antenna Coupler is required, at $3.50 Extra.

Either

21-Single Circuit Filament
Jack.
1-Filament Switch.

U V 199 or 201A Type of Tubes
may be used. A truly Vic -

toreen Feature.
"B" Battery consumption is
remarkably low -8-10 Milli amps, with Potentiometer at
negative side
less than
some 3 tube sets.

-

Transformers.

-1MFD.

1

Bypass

No. 170 R.F.

Transformers.

2-- -.0005 Variable Condensers.
Vacuum Tube Sockets.
.00025 Grid Condensers
with Mounting.
2-2 MEG Grid Leaks.
1-400 OHM Potentiometer.
2-30 OHM Rheostats.
2-6 OHM Rheostats.
Double Circuit Jacks.

2-Audio

-

The Victoreen K i t
"Type OM Consists of:

Con-

denser.
1-41/ Volt "C" Battery.
1- 7x24 -in. Panel.
Base Board 8%x23x18.
Binding Post, Screws, Bus
Bar and Solder Lugs.

VICTOREEN

MANGANIN

RHEOSTATS
Neat

and

Compact3"

in diame-

ter,

1" thick

Victoreen No. 170 R. F. Transformer --

No Oscillations, Howls or Squeals -No Matching of Tubes
Victoreen Air Core Transformers are not merely "matched," but are actually
tuned to a guaranteed precision of 1 -3 of 1`, -another Victoreen feature.

Range-Clarity-Volume--S electivity -Ease of Operation
Ask Your Dealer for a Free Folder and Hook -up of the
Victoreen Set-or Write Directly to Us

THE GEO. W. WALKER CO.

6540 Carnegie Ave.

Branch Sales Offices Are Located at

+t.

719

Church St.. New York t itv.
Raymond St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

)lo Terminal
Wank

Sales Bldg.. Seattle.

1323 wall St.. Dallas. Trsas.
300 Sugar Bldg.. Denver. Col.

4

Cleveland, Ohio

Buggery Rldg.. Colombo.. Ohio.
443 So. San Pedro Ht., Los Angeles,
Brannan St.. Ran Francisco, Calif.
Calif.
'OS Su. Dearborn St.. Chicago Ill.
Box 321. Poise. Idaho.
332 St. Catherine St., W., Montreal, Que., Can.
3S3

The only Rheostat with zero temperature coefficient -no matter how warm
the unit becomes the re.istamx re-

mains absolutely constant.

Vietore.n Rheostats have double the

number of turns M wire used on ordinary Rhenatata -that mean twice ax
fine adjustment.
Genuine Mn;anin wire used In all
Victoreen resistances.
ml. three terminal
Rheostat simplifies
wiring.

RHEOSTATS

2
(2
Ohms)
No. t (e
Ohm.)
No. 10 (10 Ohms)
Nn. 20 120 Ohms)
No. 30 130 Ohms)

No.

$1.20 EACH
POTENTIOMETERS
No. 200 200 Ohms) $1.3e
No. 400 (400 Ohms) si.3e

Noiseless

-

r

Beautiful

-

Con-

venient-Single Hole Mounting

For the
"Entertainment Corner"
is a corner somewhere in your home that is
be changed by the magic touch of radio.
Crosley radio is a known quality -you will make no
error in choosing it to create your "entertainment corner."
Satisfaction already delivered to hundreds of thousands of Crosley owners should guide you in such choice.
A trip to a Crosley dealer will enable you to make
direct comparison and see for yourself that radio to give
full measure of pleasure need not be costly.

There
waiting to

THE SUPER TRIRDYN RECULAR
The famu. Trlydye peek- op- brinetna station. In sharp.
clear nd without dktortlo es the Idusicen. Oil -rubbed mahee.sy cblaet. compact. uebtndee: IN6 Imprerements arid
r.:natnents make this usarpasubl. in sheer performance
under all condition.. Trice. without acce..orIee,

$45.00

THE TWO TUBE
REGULAR

i

THE CROSLEY PUP
renom. Armetrose re.
cilium

deuwe stir -nit ro-

that

nN.

dktance

sod tunas thrru.h Itcal staOse tube.
Prie,

tu,.

without

....flag,
$9.75

51

f

?robably the meet pep. ltr set
ea the market If the number
tau sold I. an tadlentiee.
Tick fdclent little ut use.

Y

make of tube.
Tb rbinet is cemeact
mu
little rum. The cabinet
sidelas tubes and paru cum

-aka

p.tel..
If the

Creeler 51 Is located is
Central /fated stattene all ever
the caner. should be hoard esa
11y.

Yearb

speaker.
series.

sttlus

Price.

on Use Loud
neeme-

without

Now $14.75
THE MUSICONE

e(

lptdly

replarme thousands

hers4pe

han.
ary

speakers

00.000 to use by lusa.
loó
leurodsee full

taut sck without diet*,
Lowest note. clear sed
neUsw-hlgbeet. sharp sed
trua. Re. kw price.
time.

$14.75
In beautiful mahogany rlaektype case. with irlW frost.
ohs ):wines. .ella for

$27.50

A

THE 3 TUBE 52 REGULAR
seers of nthusin.m wh

owned.

rage

Dependable Radio

Loud

speaker

reoeption under

undltles. from all important

suttees If location Is naywher near
central Tric without aroasorIu.

Now $25
Buy Crosley radio with confidence-with the assurance that your set incorporates
the most modern radio developments-that it has been properly designed and carefully
built so as to remain a source of permanent pleasure-that you are getting in every
way

a

full dollar's value.

Crosley radio is easy to operate because of its simplicity.
reason for its remarkable efficiency.

Its simplicity is one

Crosley production volume has developed tremendous economies of cost that are
reflected in the low Crosley prices. See the complete line at any Crosley dealer or
write for illustrated catalogue.
Cro.Iry manufactures receiving sets which are licensed under Armalrong
r. R. patent Vo. 1.1(.1.16! and priced from U.75 to 560.00 without
accessories.
Add i,'- to all prices west of the Rocky .Mountains.
Crosley own: and operates WLW. fast remotely controlled super -power broadcasting station.

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION, Cincinnati, O.

B

E

T

T

E

R

C O S T S

THE SUPER- TRIRDYN
SPECIAL
Dc

-

Luse deities,
beautiful
holds all bet -

makes.,

blet

rlee. S.bpanel cucul. .tr-

Result. obtained in stem
part.en test. element sabellm.ble. Triee without oceseerlea.
tag.

$60.00
With title. specially designed

match nad
Lase. pries is

te

moue le

Musk... De
Tble

$1111.10.

$25

L E S S

Why

are receiver manufacturers
turning to reflexing 2

Because of the high amplification and the
The successful application of the reflex
principle to one tube in many of the leading resulting volume of the Inverse- Duplex System,
receivers is a confirmation in itself of the sound- the tendency to operate the rheostat low actually
ness of my Inverse -Duplex System.
prolongs the life of the tubes. This means a
minimum tube strain, deI am taking the next
spite the fact that we get
logical step in radio and
results equal to double the
reflexing the greatest posnumber of tubes.
sible number of tubes in
sets built under rigid inType 3X -P Receiver,
spection.
my o ffi c i a l laboratory
model, was built and is
With the exception of
sponsored by David Grimes,
Inverse - Duplex licensees,
Inc. I recommend it highly.
many other set manufacturers would gladly do the
Inquiries are welcome
same thing, if they could.
Chart Showing Circuit of Type 3-XP
in regard to my system,
Fundamentally, by inand I shall endeavor to
versing the reflex system, I produce a perfectly answer as many as possible in the columns of
Radio in the Home.
balanced circuit-even demands on the tubes.
Incidentally, I secure economy in operation -low
first cost, low cost in maintenance, little strain on
the batteries.
l
u

with
the molt
mou n
c ot
n Erat
Ic.l
and also on
coat
t
nr.. s..
`.te without .o..aorle. at
eel, ..

$85

INCORPORATED

INVERSE DUPLEX SYSTEM
Indd

Mew

of

Type 3-X? .b wi e
poattton of 3 tube.
end Axed detector.

Insures Arafura/ (7öne Qualm

List of Leading
Articles Which
Appeared in

RADIO
IN THE HOME

From February,
1924, to Jan.,
1925, Inclusive

PRICE FOR COMPLETE SET OF TWELVE ISSUES, POSTPAID
INDEX TO THE BEST IN RADIO CIRCUITS, RECEIVERS AND APPARATUS
Pas. No.
FEBRUARY. 1924
9
Circuit Tuning With Cond
14
Grimes Designs New Coil for His System
Lote of Volume With This Three -Circuit Coll (K.Icon) 18
24
Simplified Reflex for Real Quality
28
How to Figure Your Aerials
30
Two nd Three Step Amplifiers
The "Levin Singletrol" Circuit
Have You Heard the Short Wave Lengths?
Try This Turn of Wire Around Your Coils
MARCH. 1924

31

38
41

Super- Heterodyne IM. & H. Circuit)
Push -Pull Amplifiers
Listen -in on the Short

7

12
15
17

Waves

Multiive Tuned-Plate Reflex

24
The Grimes Circuit for Dry Cell Tubes
Goodreau Answers Questions About Hit; Famous Circuit 28

APRIL,

1924

Grimes Design a Portable Inverse Duple*
Corona Case
Three Tubes In
The Langb.in nd Kaufman Circuit
Goodr.u'a Spiderweb Portable Set
Dnger? Not Bit'
Lightning
Don't Shield -Wire Up Correctly
That Inl.rlersnce
You Can Supp
How to Charge .Your Storage B'
Answers to Question. on the Super- Ht.rodyss
Mnre. About the "Levin Singletrol'

a
10
14
17
19

20

24

34
38
41

MAY, 1994
The Story of Reflex and Radio Frequency
The Aircore Super Heterodyne

9

l

Amateur' Esperiencea With the

A Raw

Super -Heterodyne
A Favorite Circuit Simplified (Goodreau Circuit
JUNE. 1924
Simple Hook -Up for Testing Tub.,
Harkness Tells About HI Reflex..
-Duplex
The New Grimes 3XP I
Re- Radiating Receivers

"Factory" Refinement in Hom. -Bulit Seta
DX Sharpshooter
How to Become
A Novel Loop Tuner

JULY. 1924

Harkness Writes About Sell- OsclllatIoe
Trouble Shooting In the Grimm 3XP
Static C
"Factory" Refinements in Home -Built Seta
Levin' New Coil Makes DX Portable
R. F. and the Goodreau Split Variometer

I

18
1

24
6

9
12
18
17
19

25
13
15

20
21

24
25

Pogo No.

-Teting Outfit for Dealer,
What Sire Grid Leak Shall I Us.?
AUGUST, 1924

31

Tube
The

Neutrodyne-Installation

3

and Operation

9

Audio -Frequency Amplifiers
Neutolormers in the Grimm 3XP
Correct Aerial Insulation
The Greene "Selector"

11

13

I6
18

34
A Tube That Eliminate th. "A" Battery
SEPTEMBER. 1924
7
Grimes -ins the Haaeltln.
9
How I I
-Duplee.d th. Neutrodyn.
3XP Style Wirr -Ups of the Inver,- Duples.d Neterodyne II
14
Rdio- Frequency Amplifiers
Plate Juice From the Lighting Socket
22
24
Building Radio Sets That Work
OCTOBER, 1924
8
On R..itanc. Coupled Amplification

The New Harkne Countrfl.s Circuit
3XP -Style Wire -Up of the New Harkness Couaterfl.s
New Set, of this Season
Tb. Nutrodyn.
New 110 -Volt Tube with Replaceable Filament

Tubes

Not..

-A th.
Survey and

Forecast

Grime, -Briggs Neutrodyne
How Far Will This Set Receive?
NOVEMBER, 1924
on

I I

14

16

24
2S

28
34
36

a
Our Most Successful Hook -Up
Now' the Time to Overhaul
12
How the Harkness Reflee Can Be Changed to the New
14
Harkness Counterfle,
16
I
Dupleaing the Pfantiehl Syatem
25
How Much of
Nuisance Are You?
DECEMBER, 1924

Flewelling's New Circuit
The Two-Tube Hark... Counterfles
3XP -Style Wire -Up, Harkneu Count.rfl.a
Reticent( the Oscillating Sel
...
A Favorite Circuit Simplified IGoodreaut ..
Duple: Nmatrodyne
Further Not. on the I
JANUARY, 1925
The Quetion of Dry Cell Tub..
..
sees
sees
Fl.wehing Circuit ..
The Counterflea Simplified ....
The Beginner's Best Bet
Grimes Takes the Hum Out of His 3 XP
Notes on Our I
Duplex iSuper-Coll)

II

16
18
21

28
54

.......

.

.

(The December, 1923, and January, 1921, issues are out of print).
Single Copies, 10 cents Each
THE RADIO KINDERGARTEN SERIES -The above issues contain eight lessons on the fundamentals of radio. These lessons are written in simple language and are designed to acquaint the
beginner in radio with the leading phases of radio reception.
BROADCASTING STATIONS-The following Stations were described and illustrated in the issues
listed above: WBAP, WDAR, WJAX, WJAZ, WCBD, WGN, WIS, WLAG, KFNF, WEAF, WTAM,
KSA(', W EEI. WTAT.
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Date

Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Enclosed find $1.00 for which please send me postpaid 12 consecutive issues of RADIO IN
from February, 1924, to January, 1925, inclusive.

Name

City and State

Street

THE HOME,

